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ABSTRACT 

 

 This thesis provides an overview of language used in tornado safety recommendations 

from various sources, along with developing a rubric for scaled tornado safety recommendations, 

and subsequent development and testing of a tornado watch scale. The rubric is used to evaluate 

tornado refuge/shelter adequacy responses of Tuscaloosa residents gathered following the April 

27, 2011 Tuscaloosa, Alabama EF4 tornado. There was a significant difference in the counts of 

refuge adequacy for Tuscaloosa residents when holding the locations during the April 27th 

tornado constant and comparing adequacy ratings for weak (EF0–EF1), strong (EF2–EF3) and 

violent (EF4–EF5) tornadoes.  There was also a significant difference when comparing future 

tornado refuge plans of those same participants to the adequacy ratings for weak, strong and 

violent tornadoes. The tornado refuge rubric is then revised into a six-class, hierarchical Tornado 

Watch Scale (TWS) from Level 0 to Level 5 based on the likelihood of high-impact or low-

impact severe weather events containing weak, strong or violent tornadoes. These levels 

represent maximum expected tornado intensity and include tornado safety recommendations 

from the tornado refuge rubric.  

Audio recordings similar to those used in current National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) weather radio communications were developed to correspond to three 

levels of the TWS, a current Storm Prediction Center (SPC) tornado watch and a particularly 

dangerous situation (PDS) tornado watch. These were then used in interviews of Alabama 

residents to determine how changes to the information contained in the watch statements would 

affect each participant’s tornado safety actions and perception of event danger. Results from 
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interview participants (n=38) indicate a strong preference (97.37%) for the TWS when compared 

to current tornado watch and PDS tornado watch statements. Results also show the TWS elicits 

more adequate safety decisions from participants along with a more appropriate perception of the 

danger being conveyed by each statement.  
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

 

kph  Kilometers per hour 

mph   Miles per hour 

 

km  Kilometer 

AL  Alabama 

 

p  Probability of the observed value being as extreme or more extreme, assuming the 

null hypothesis is true 

 

UTC   Coordinated universal time 

m s-1  Meters per second 

MO  Missouri 

MCS  Mesoscale convective system 

QLCS  Quasi-linear convective system 

GEN TSTMS General thunderstorms 

SLGT  Slight 

MDT  Moderate 

<  Less than 

x2   Chi-square statistic 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

  Despite advances in radar technology (Simmons and Sutter 2005), warning lead time 

(Erickson and Brooks 2006; Hoekstra et al. 2011), probability of tornado detection (Simmons 

and Sutter 2011), construction practices, and building codes (Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) 2012), 553 lives were lost in the United States in 2011 as a result of tornadoes 

(National Climactic Data Center (NCDC) 2012). This ranked behind only 1925 (794) in the 

number of tornado fatalities (Storm Prediction Center (SPC) 2012a). The high number of tornado 

fatalities was primarily a result of the anomalous number of tornadoes in densely populated 

areas, yet other factors such as false alarms from previous events (Simmons and Sutter 2009) 

may have also contributed to the record number of fatalities in the modern weather warning era. 

 Refuge and sheltering location for tornadoes was a potential latent factor for fatalities in 

2011, a subject which has been poorly represented in the literature. A recent publication (FEMA 

908) from The United States Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) discussed many 

aspects of tornado safety and building failure.  Refuge, specifically the term tornado refuge area, 

is defined in FEMA 908, chapter 1, page 12 (2012) as: 

“A general term used to describe any location where people go to seek cover 

during a tornado.  Tornado refuge areas may have been constructed to comply 

with basic building code requirements that do not consider tornado hazards.  

These areas may also have continuous load paths, bracing, or other features that 

increase resistance to wind loads.  It is important for people to know that such an 
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area may not be a safe place to be when a tornado strikes and they still may be 

injured or killed during a tornado event.” 

 In contrast, shelter is defined by FEMA 908 as an area designed to provide protection 

from severe weather events.  These areas can be in the form of hardened areas designed and 

constructed to provide some level of protection or storm shelters and safe rooms designed 

following FEMA guidelines. “Shelter” often refers to actual storm shelters, which are described 

as areas which provide life-safety protection and are designed and constructed to meet 

International Code Council (ICC) 500 criteria for safe rooms which provide near-absolute 

protection in addition to criteria in FEMA 361 (2000) and FEMA 320 (1999). FEMA 361 and 

FEMA 320 are both publications that describe the proper specifications for building residential, 

small business or community safe rooms. Unless otherwise specified, from this point forward in 

the manuscript, refuge will refer to actions or locations that are either unsafe or not completely 

safe while shelter implies a threshold of protection based on a design standard. 

 Tornado intensity is not known a priori; however, the Storm Prediction Center (SPC) 

provides daily tornado and other severe weather probability in the form of high, moderate, and 

slight risk outlooks (available at: http://www.spc.noaa.gov/products/outlook/). An additional 

product produced by the SPC is a “public watch” with explicit hazard information. This product 

features a probability table outlining the likelihood of various hazards, including the possibility 

of enhanced Fujita (EF) 2 – EF5 tornadoes and the possibility of multiple tornadoes 

(Probabilities tab at:www.spc.noaa.gov/products/watch/). Although forecasting the number and 

intensity of tornadoes across a region for a tornado outbreak will always contain inherent 

uncertainty, this uncertainty has been greatly reduced in recent years (Vescio and Thompson 

2001, Hitchens and Brooks 2012). The performance of the SPC in forecasting the April 27, 2011 
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tornado outbreak was particularly impressive (Figure 1.1). Accurate deterministic forecasting for 

smaller and weaker tornado outbreaks is more ambiguous and difficult; however, these weaker 

events are less of a risk to public safety. Thus, we are now at a point where we can forecast the 

probability of a day with violent tornadoes with enough certainty so that residents may seek 

shelter options in advance instead of refuge options after a tornado warning is issued. 

 Successfully obtaining shelter and refuge for tornadoes depends on the intensity of the 

tornado, the amount of lead time and the availability of safer structures within walking or driving 

distance. These three primary factors help to define situational refuge, but residents under a 

tornado warning may not adequately consider the issue of safer refuge options depending on the 

situation. Instead, most residents (Senkbeil et al. 2012) follow common recommended refuge 

language found in many outlets if any plan is used at all. Recommended refuge plans are often 

not the wisest course of action on days when strong to violent tornadoes are likely.  

 In an effort to reduce future fatalities, this research seeks to perform the following: 

1. Examine the language used in current tornado safety recommendations from 

various sources 

2. Propose and discuss a system of classifying the tornado refuge adequacy of 

structures based on tornado intensity forecasts for each event 

3. Examine the adequacy of refuge and shelter plans and locations from surveys of 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama residents following the April 27, 2011 EF4 tornado 
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Fig. 1.1:  (Top) Day 1 SPC convective outlook issued at 1255 UTC 04/27/2011 showing a rarely 

issued high risk for severe weather. (Bottom) Tornado tracks and ratings in the state of Alabama 

on 04/27/11 showing the accuracy of the SPC forecast, including numbers which link to 

individual storm information available from the Birmingham NWS website at: 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/bmx/?n=event_04272011. (Sources: SPC, NWS Birmingham, AL and 

Alabama Emergency Management Agency) 
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CHAPTER 2 

CURRENT TORNADO SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

 There are multiple sources of recommended action to take while under threat of a 

tornado, many of which are reviewed and discussed in Farley (2007). A publication from the 

National Weather Service (NWS) (No Date) (Thunderstorms, Tornadoes, and Lightning: 

Nature’s Most Violent Storms (http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/severeweather/ resources/ttl6-

10.pdf)) outlines a hierarchy of tornado safety actions, beginning with an underground shelter, 

basement or safe room. If these are not available the publication advises residents to choose an 

interior room on the lowest level of a sturdy building. Additionally, this webpage recommends 

driving if a person cannot quickly walk to a sturdy building. As a last resort, the recommendation 

is made to pull over and park if presented with flying debris while driving, with the seat belt on 

and head down below the windows, unless a person can get “noticeably lower” than the level of 

the roadway, in which case you should exit the car and lie in that area. A publication from the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) entitled “Tornadoes 101” (NOAA 

No Date (a) http://www.noaa.gov/features/protecting/tornados101.html) advises the public to 

seek underground shelter in a home or building, but if none is available, moving to an interior 

room or hallway on the lowest floor under a sturdy piece of furniture. This source also 

recommends abandoning vehicles and lying flat in a nearby ditch or depression.  Additional 

advice is available from the SPC’s tornado safety tips (Edwards 2012), which advises 

abandoning mobile homes for a storm shelter, sturdy building or lying flat on the ground away 

from mobile homes, trees and cars.  Edwards (2012) and the SPC also address the vehicle issue 
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by recommending people drive away from a tornado if it is far away and the traffic is light by 

moving at right angles to the tornado.  This source also provides recommended actions if a 

tornado starts to hit your car, instructing the reader to, “get as low as you can while staying in 

your seatbelt and leaning down and away from the windows and windshield as far as possible.” 

The American Red Cross released a joint official tornado safety policy in conjunction with the 

NWS during 2009 which recommends seeking shelter in an underground shelter, basement or 

safe room immediately after hearing a tornado warning. It also recommends that if you are 

caught outdoors and are unable to reach one of these shelter options, you should get into a 

vehicle and drive to a shelter, unless your vehicle is hit by flying debris, in which case you 

should pull over, park, keep your safety belt on, and cover your head with your hands, blanket, 

jacket or some other cushion.  The advice goes on to recommend leaving your car if you can 

safely get “noticeably lower” than the level of the road, after which you should lie in that area, 

covering your head with your hands (American Red Cross 2009). Another webpage from NOAA 

(No Date (b)) (http://www.outlook.noaa.gov/tornadoes/q%26a.htm) recommends taking refuge 

in a basement or interior room under a sturdy piece of furniture and advises against trying to 

outrace a tornado; instead, advising residents to lie down in a ditch or depression. No mention is 

made of safe rooms in this NOAA publication or the NOAA publication referenced earlier, 

although underground shelters are mentioned, however, safe rooms are mentioned in the 

Edwards (2012) SPC source.  Of particular importance to Tuscaloosa residents would be tornado 

safety advice found on the website for the Birmingham, AL NWS office, which advises residents 

to use basements or small, interior rooms on the lowest floor of homes or public buildings, but 

makes no mention of tornado shelters or safe rooms (Birmingham, AL NWS 2012). 
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 The inconsistencies and ambiguities from these sources are evident. There are two salient 

points made in these recommendations that are either absent or contradicted in literature. The 

first, seeking refuge in a ditch or depression has never been shown to be safer than a vehicle 

(Brenner and Noji 1993; Schmidlin et al. 2002).  There are multiple instances discussed in Farley 

(2007) where ditch refuge has resulted in death, either from being hit by a vehicle or other 

object. Also, in the case of the May 3, 1999 Oklahoma City tornado, abandoning a vehicle was 

found to be more dangerous than fleeing a tornado in a vehicle (Daley 2005). This 

recommendation for not abandoning a vehicle is also supported by research from Schmidlin 

(1997) and Schmidlin et al. (2002); however, the number of fatalities in vehicles has been higher 

than outside fatalities since 2004 (Table 2.1).  Research by Hammer and Schmidlin (2000) also 

shows vehicle safety features are the most significant determining factor in vehicle deaths in 

tornadoes, further supporting the case for remaining inside a vehicle. 

 On the evening of April 27, 2011, an EF4 tornado struck the city of Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama, leaving an 80.68-mile (129.84 km) path, along with 65 fatalities and over 1,500 

injuries. This tornado had an estimated maximum wind speed of 190 miles per hour (306 kph), 

with a maximum path width of 1.5 miles (2.4 km) The tornado formed at approximately 21:43 

UTC and dissipated at approximately 23:14 UTC (Birmingham, AL NWS 2013). 

Specifically in the case of Tuscaloosa, the entire precautionary/preparedness actions 

section of the tornado warning bulletin from the Birmingham, AL NWS read: 

 TAKE COVER NOW.  FOR YOUR PROTECTION MOVE TO AN INTERIOR 

ROOM ON THE LOWEST FLOOR OF A STURDY BUILDING (Birmingham, 

AL NWS 2011). 
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Table 2.1: Locations of tornado fatalities in the USA for the four major location categories 

through December 1, 2013.

 

 

Year Total Homes or Buildings Percentage Manufactured Homes Percentage

1991 39 5 13 16 41

1992 39 16 41 21 54

1993 33 10 30 13 39

1994 69 33 48 25 36

1995 30 9 30 11 37

1996 26 8 31 14 54

1997 68 27 40 30 44

1998 130 47 36 64 49

1999 94 45 48 36 38

2000 41 6 15 29 71

2001 40 18 45 17 43

2002 55 16 29 32 58

2003 54 24 44 25 46

2004 35 24 69 9 26

2005 38 3 8 32 84

2006 67 32 48 28 42

2007 81 27 33 49 60

2008 126 50 40 55 44

2009 22 8 36 12 55

2010 45 13 29 19 42

2011 553 322 58 112 20

2012 69 17 25 48 70

2013 51 29 57 13 25

Total 1805 760 42 697 39

Year Total Outside Percentage Vehicle Percentage

1991 39 14 36 4 10

1992 39 0 0 0 0

1993 33 3 9 7 21

1994 69 5 7 3 4

1995 30 3 10 4 13

1996 26 1 4 3 12

1997 68 7 10 3 4

1998 130 3 2 16 12

1999 94 7 7 6 6

2000 41 2 5 4 10

2001 40 2 5 3 8

2002 55 3 5 4 7

2003 54 4 7 1 2

2004 35 0 0 2 6

2005 38 1 3 2 5

2006 67 0 0 7 10

2007 81 1 1 4 5

2008 126 3 2 18 14

2009 22 0 0 1 5

2010 45 6 13 7 16

2011 553 7 1 34 6

2012 69 2 3 2 3

2013 51 0 0 9 18

Total 1805 74 4 144 8
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The definition of sturdy is up to the discretion of the resident, and no specific examples 

are provided. Also, no distinction is made between the lowest floor of a sturdy building being a 

basement or the first floor.  Although data from the Tuscaloosa tornado regarding fatalities does  

not specify whether the deceased individual was in a basement or on the first floor, it is assumed 

that taking refuge in a basement would increase one’s likelihood of survival, though this option 

was omitted in the tornado watch and warning statements. This statement was issued at 21:47 

UTC on April 27, 2011 and allowed for a lead time of approximately 65 minutes (FEMA 2012). 

The particularly dangerous situation (PDS) tornado watch was issued by the SPC for portions of 

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and Tennessee at 18:45pm UTC on April 27, 2011, 4 hours and 

7 minutes before the Tornado struck Tuscaloosa. 

On May 22, 2011, Joplin, Missouri was struck by an EF5 tornado with estimated 

maximum wind speeds in excess of 200 mph, causing 158 fatalities and over 1000 injuries.  This 

tornado had a path length of 22.1 miles (36 km) and a path width ranging from 0.75 miles (1.2 

km) to 1 mile (1.6 km).  The tornado formed at 22:34 UTC and dissipated at 23:12 UTC 

(Springfield, MO NWS 2012).  In comparison to the Tuscaloosa tornado warning statement, the 

warning statement for the Joplin, Missouri tornado contained the following 

precautionary/preparedness actions from the Springfield, MO Weather Forecast Office: 

THE SAFEST PLACE TO BE DURING A TORNADO IS IN A BASEMENT.  

GET UNDER A WORKBENCH OR OTHER PIECE OF STURDY 

FURNITURE.  IF NO BASEMENT IS AVAILABLE...SEEK SHELTER ON 

THE LOWEST FLOOR OF THE BUILDING IN AN INTERIOR HALLWAY 

OR ROOM SUCH AS A CLOSET.  USE BLANKETS OR PILLOWS TO 

COVER YOUR BODY AND ALWAYS STAY AWAY FROM WINDOWS. 
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IF IN MOBILE HOMES OR VEHICLES...EVACUATE THEM AND GET 

INSIDE A SUBSTANTIAL SHELTER.  IF NO SHELTER IS 

AVAILABLE...LIE FLAT IN THE NEAREST DITCH OR OTHER LOW SPOT 

AND COVER YOUR HEAD WITH YOUR HANDS (Springfield, MO NWS 

2011). 

In the case of the Joplin tornado, a tornado watch was issued at 18:30 UTC and effective 

until 21:00 UTC, 4 hours and 4 minutes prior to the tornado impacting Joplin.  The tornado 

warning was issued at 22:17 UTC and effective until 23:00 UTC. At approximately 22:34 UTC 

the tornado touched down, allowing for about 17 minutes of lead time, with an additional 2 

minutes until the tornado entered the Joplin city limits (Springfield, MO NWS 2012). 

These two warning statements illustrate the trade-off between information content and 

statement length.  Because tornado warning lead time currently averages 13 minutes (Hoekstra et 

al. 2010), the seconds used by a longer statement are very valuable, however, the statement 

should also contain enough information for a listener to choose their best available refuge 

location. The TWS seeks to address this dilemma by providing safety recommendations hours in 

advance of a tornado warning, providing ample time to consider all available refuge/shelter 

options. 

The NWS may also issue a “tornado emergency,” which is broadcast in the same manner 

as a tornado warning and used to indicate a confirmed, likely strong or violent, tornado (NOAA 

No Date (c)).  This statement also indicates a, “severe threat to human life and catastrophic 

damage from an imminent or ongoing tornado (NWS 2009).  This rare statement is meant to 

elicit precautionary actions from listeners in the warning area by providing an increased sense of 

urgency. 
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In addition to previously mentioned information sources, studies have shown that the 

media plays an important role in communicating weather warning and safety information to the 

public (Robinson and Levy 1986; Bartlett 2005; Sherman-Morris 2010).  Findings from Mitchell 

(2004) show that the general public tends to trust local television more than any other news 

source.  Particularly in central Alabama, a popular source for weather warning information is 

James Spann, a television meteorologist in Birmingham.  Multiple participants in this research 

study mentioned Spann as their source of information for the April 27 tornadoes, as well as 

referencing him when given the opportunity for additional comments at the end of the survey, 

including responses such as, “James Spann was very informative. Showed us where it was 

heading and knew that we should take shelter, then saw it and took shelter,” and, “James Spann 

was great.”  One participant also provided his own recommendations, saying, “Watch James 

Spann and listen for the tornado sirens.”  

 When contacted for comment via email on April 1, 2014, Spann provided the following 

information on his recommendations regarding tornado safety: 

 Get to a small room, on the lowest floor, away from windows, and near the center.  

 Wear some type of helmet if you can.  

 Leave mobile homes and go to a more significant structure. 

 Get out of cars and vehicles as quickly as possible (pull off at the next exit and go 

into a gas station, etc.). 

 I have never said... 

o You won't survive unless you are underground. 

o Get in your car and drive away from the tornado. 
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 I just don't believe those two statements are valid, and can put people in a 

dangerous situation.
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CHAPTER 3 

SURVEY DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 In prior research (Senkbeil et al. 2012), surveys with Tuscaloosa residents were 

conducted for two weeks following the April 27, 2011 tornado. The response format of these 

surveys was mixed-method, including both qualitative and quantitative responses.  The types of 

questions posed in the survey included classification, behavioral, knowledge and perception 

(Bird 2009). In an attempt to achieve a higher response rate, face-to-face delivery mode was used 

in conducting the survey (Bird 2009).  Because some members of the survey team did not record 

their response rate, an exact response rate is not available, but it is estimated to be near 67% 

(2/3).  The responses were recorded via Zoomerang survey (www.zoomerang.com) through use 

of an Apple iPad. A convenience sampling technique was used in the selection of participants, 

and the sample was representative of the population (Senkbeil et al. 2012). The participants were 

chosen from sites within the tornado damage swath at various shelter locations, relief stations, 

workplaces and neighborhoods. Residents were asked what their shelter plan was prior to the 

tornado where they took shelter during the tornado, and how or if they would change their shelter 

plan in the future. The term shelter was used during surveys instead of refuge because of its 

commonality in the safety recommendation nomenclature and to avoid confusion on behalf of 

the respondents. Results were used as the basis for statistical tests between the numbers of 

residents who sought adequate, questionable or inadequate shelter during the April 27 

Tuscaloosa tornado and for how participants intended to change their shelter location for a 

possible future tornado.  
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CHAPTER 4 

TORNADO REFUGE RUBRIC 

 Tornado intensity is not classified before or during an event due to difficulties in radar wind 

speed extrapolation and preferred engineering analysis on damaged structures after an event.   

Without extensive meteorological knowledge, many residents take refuge actions with the 

assumption that every tornado is of the same magnitude.  On days when violent tornadoes are 

expected, television meteorologists may show live video of a tornado on the ground using 

language such as “violent” or “destructive,” even though the exact wind speeds cannot be 

quantified at that time.  These video scenarios provide viewers with a heightened level of threat 

compared to a typical severe weather day without dramatic video evidence.  Despite the 

heightened level of risk, the refuge plans of Tuscaloosa residents on April 27, 2011 were almost 

exclusively lowest floor interior rooms.  The adequacy of those plans is discussed later.  

      From 1950 through 2011, violent (EF4 – EF5) tornadoes accounted for only 2.1% of all 

tornadoes, but 62% of tornado fatalities (NCDC 2012).  With this fact in mind, the ultimate 

objective of this research was to develop a way of communicating the potential tornado risk for a 

given day in a manner that included safer refuge/shelter locations for a tornado watch area.  To 

accomplish this, wind engineering data developed for use in the enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale by 

Texas Tech University’s Wind Science and Engineering Research Center (TTU WiSE) (Texas 

Tech 2006) were used to develop a rubric of refuge/shelter locations based on potential tornado 

intensity for that day. The current method for rating tornadoes, the enhanced Fujita (EF) scale, 

was adopted by the NWS in 2007 and used to replace the Fujita (F) scale (Fujita 1971).  It’s 
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many advantages and shortcomings are discussed in Doswell et al. (2009) and Edwards et al. 

(2013).  It is not the intent of this research to duplicate a lengthy EF scale discussion found in 

these two articles, but instead to discuss how previous research has informed the development of 

a tornado refuge rubric. 

 The EF scale is currently the best option available, despite its shortcomings, for 

estimating the wind speeds required to induce structural failure in the built environment 

(Doswell et al. 2009).  The EF scale uses a damage-based rating system to apply an estimated 

wind speed to tornadoes and assigns each to a category on the scale (EF0 – EF5) based on that 

wind speed (Texas Tech 2006).  The EF scale rating is given to tornadoes in the days following 

an event by an individual or team of surveyors, usually trained in meteorology, engineering or 

both.  To estimate the strength of a tornado, a field survey is done to examine the damage caused 

by the tornado using a list of damage indicators (DI) from the EF scale (e.g., farm outbuilding, 

one- or two-family residence).  Each damage indicator lists degrees of damage (DoD) for each 

structure, corresponding to different ranges of wind speeds necessary for such damage (e.g., 

windows blown out, walls collapsed) to occur.  These ranges of wind speeds include upper-

bound (UB), expected (E) and lower-bound (LB) wind speeds to account for well-built, standard 

and poorly-built structures, respectively.  These ranges are determined using wind engineering 

experiments on different types of materials and different building practices (Texas Tech 2006).  

 Despite its specificity in ranges of speed and damage indicators, the EF scale allows for a 

rating of the failure point for wind damage or destruction while potentially ignoring the 

maximum potential wind that occurred (Doswell et al. 2009).  Mobile Doppler radar velocities 

exceeding 313 mph (140 m s-1) have been observed near ground level in tornadoes (Bluestein et 

al. 1993; Wurman et al. 2007), indicating it is possible that winds can greatly exceed the 200 
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mph (90 m s-1) threshold for EF5 intensity on the EF scale.  Often there are extreme gradients in 

damage assessment over very small distances.  Houses only 50 meters apart can be rated two EF 

scale category differences or more.  These damage discrepancies have many possible 

explanations due to changes in tornado vortex dynamics, structural integrity of houses, flying 

debris or a combination of reasons (Edwards et al. 2013).  As more field surveys and 

investigations are completed, the EF scale will continue to evolve and improve by adding new 

damage indicators.  Nevertheless, the EF scale represents a substantial downscaling in wind 

ranges when compared to the F scale, especially at the upper ranges of the F scale (Doswell et al. 

2009).  It is therefore a more conservative estimate of the winds at the failure point of structures 

with established damage indicators.         

 Given the motivation is to create an easily-understood public rubric based on the forecast 

tornado strength class (weak, strong or violent) for a given day, the EF scale is an ideal template 

for proposing a rubric to classify tornado refuge adequacy.  Ongoing research on this topic 

examines public preference and comprehension of a tornado watch scale linked to the tornado 

refuge rubric in this research.  Using the EF scale, the 23 DIs which could be used as refuge 

locations were selected.  The DoD for these damage indicators were then examined to identify 

the lower-bound wind speed for exterior wall failure or collapse.  Lower-bound wind speed for 

exterior wall collapse was chosen as the threshold for shelter/refuge adequacy as a conservative 

estimate for the point at which the safety of a person seeking refuge inside would be 

compromised; albeit, it is possible for flying debris to compromise a wall before wind loading.  

In addition to these 23 shelter options, categories were added for basements and vehicles because 

respondents commonly reported using these areas as refuge locations during tornadoes (Senkbeil 

et al. 2012).  These categories are marked with asterisks due to considerable variability in 
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basement construction and type, and the lack of formal damage indicators for basements (Table 

4.1).  Since some fatalities occurred in basements in Alabama in 2011, perhaps different styles of 

basement construction will be included as damage indicators in the future.   

The vehicle option included in the rubric is intended to be used as a mobile alternative to 

evacuate a tornado watch area before a tornado warning is issued only if no other appropriate 

refuge is available, thus a vehicle is not given a wind speed rating.  Using a vehicle once a 

tornado warning is issued may possibly work in rural areas if the individual can track the tornado 

visually or has a mobile device showing the tornado polygon and there is light traffic.  Also, 

using a vehicle to evacuate from a large metropolitan area once a tornado warning is issued was 

shown to decrease risk of death and injury in the May 3, 1999 Moore, Oklahoma tornado (Biddle 

2007), among other cases.  However, this course of action is situationally appropriate and cannot 

be recommended in large metropolitan areas due to the possibility of extreme traffic congestion 

with a large-scale evacuation.  Other complications with using a vehicle include the possibility of 

evacuating to an area that also is threatened with a tornado watch or a different tornado warning.  

Also, a reliable mobile device is essential to monitor changing weather and traffic conditions if 

using a vehicle to evacuate a watch area or a tornado warning with long lead-time. 

After assigning the lower-bound wind speed for wall collapse to each damage indicator, 

this wind speed was converted into the corresponding EF scale rating (e.g., 120 mph/54 m s-1 = 

EF2).  For each damage indicator, this EF rating was used as the threshold for inadequacy.  A 

refuge location with a LB exterior wall collapse wind speed of 120 mph (54 m s-1) would be 

inadequate on days with a potential for wind speeds greater than or equal to EF2 tornadoes.  This 

procedure was then applied to the 23 original DIs for which DoD were available.  The exception 

to this classification was the placement of structures with an LB exterior wall collapse wind  
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Table 4.1: Damage indicators (DIs) from the enhanced Fujita scale were analyzed to identify the 

lower-bound (LB) degree of damage (DoD) wind speed at which exterior walls would fail or 

collapse to determine a threshold of safety for a person taking refuge inside. Four additional DIs 

were added because they are commonly reported as tornado refuge/shelter locations. 

 

 

 

  

Damage Indicator (DI)

LB DoD for 

Exterior Wall 

Failure or 

Collapse mph 

(m/s-1)

LB DoD for 

Exterior Wall 

Failure or 

Collapse EF 

Rating

Weak Event 

(EF0-EF1)

Strong Event 

(EF2-EF3)

Violent Event 

(EF4-EF5)

1 Small Barns or Farm Outbuildings (SBO) 81 (36.2) EF0 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

2 One- or Two-Family Residences (FR12) 127 (56.8) EF2 Adequate Questionable Inadequate

3 Manufactured Home – Single Wide (MHSW) 87 (38.9) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

4 Manufactured Home – Double Wide (MHDW) 93 (41.6) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

5 Apartments, Condos, Townhouses [3 stories or less] (ACT) 138 (61.7) EF3 Adequate Questionable Inadequate

6 Motel (M) 121 (54.1) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

7 Masonry Apartment or Motel Building (MAM) 115 (51.4) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

8 Small Retail Building [Fast Food Restaurants] (SRB) 120 (53.6) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

9 Small Professional Building [Doctor’s Office, Branch Banks] (SPB) 123 (55) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

10 Strip Mall (SM) 117 (52.3) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

11 Large Shopping Mall (LSM) 124 (55.4) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

12 Large, Isolated Retail Building [K-Mart, Wal-Mart] (LIRB) 118 (52.8) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

13 Automobile Showroom (ASR) 106 (47.4) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

14 Automobile Service Building (ASB) 106 (47.4) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

15 Elementary School [Single Story; Interior or Exterior Hallways] (ES) 117 (52.3) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

16 Junior or Senior High School (JHSH) 121 (54.1) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

17 Low-Rise Building [1–4 Stories] (LRB) 122 (54.5) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

18 Mid-Rise Building [5–20 Stories] (MRB) 120 (53.6) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

19 High-Rise Building [More than 20 Stories] (HRB) 123 (55) EF2 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate

20 Institutional Building [Hospital, Government or University Building] (IB) 127 (56.8) EF2 Adequate Questionable Inadequate

21 Metal Building System (MBS) 96 (42.9) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

22 Service Station Canopy (SSC) 90 (40.2) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

23 Warehouse Building [Tilt-up Walls or Heavy-Timber Construction] (WHB) 93 (41.6) EF1 Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate

24* Storm Shelter (FEMA 320 or equivalent) 255+ (114+) NA Adequate Adequate Adequate

25* Fully Underground Basement TBD TBD Adequate Questionable Questionable

26* Partially Underground Basement TBD TBD Adequate Questionable Inadequate

27* Vehicle NA NA Questionable Questionable Questionable

*Additional categories frequently cited as tornado refuge/shelter locations by survey participants. Adequacy ratings may be adjusted if future wind engineering 

data becomes available. A vehicle is only intended to be used as a mobility device to evacuate the area during a tornado watch.

Source: Texas Tech University, 2006
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speed greater than 56 m s-1 (125 mph) into the “Questionable” category for Strong tornadoes.  

These structures correspond to typical sturdy residential structures where most respondents 

report taking refuge, including permanent homes, apartments, condominiums and townhouses 

less than three stories.  The inclusion of “Storm Shelter” refers to a FEMA 320 or FEMA 361 

storm shelter or safe room with a wind speed rating of 114 m s-1 (255+ mph), which would still 

be classified as adequate for violent events (FEMA 1999; FEMA 2000).  These ratings were 

assembled into a table of tornado refuge adequacy ratings showing LB wind speed for exterior 

wall collapse, corresponding EF rating and whether the shelter is adequate, questionable, or 

inadequate for weak (EF0—EF1), strong (EF2—EF3) or violent (EF4—EF5) tornadoes (Table 

4.1). Using this ratings table as a basis, a tornado refuge rubric (Table 4.2) was constructed to 

provide an easily-communicable means of displaying this information.  
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Table 4.2: Using the ratings from Table 4.1 as a basis, this tornado refuge rubric was constructed to provide a simple method of 

communicating the adequacies of different structures based on tornado strength classes. 

 

  

Event Type EF-Scale

One- or Two-Family Home

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Institutional Building

Partially Underground Basement

Fully Underground Basement

Fully Underground Basement

ADEQUATE QUESTIONABLE INADEQUATE

Storm Shelter/Safe Room Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

One- or Two-Family Home Large, Isolated Retail Building

Partially Underground Basement

All refuge locations should be in an interior room on the lowest level of the 

structure, away from windows.

1
Apartments, condos and townhouses three stories or less

2
Evacuation should be done during a tornado watch, out of the watch area, before a tornado warning is 

issued

Violent EF-4, EF-5

Small Professional Building Metal Building System

Strip Mall Service Station Canopy

Small Retail Building Institutional Building

Large Shopping Mall Warehouse Building

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Automobile Service Building

Motel Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building

Farm Outbuilding Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School

Mobile/Manufactured Home Automobile Showroom

Service Station Canopy

Large Shopping Mall Warehouse Building

Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

Strip Mall

Large, Isolated Retail Building

Small Professional Building Metal Building System

Mobile/Manufactured Home Automobile Showroom

Farm Outbuilding Automobile Service Building

Motel Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School

Small Retail Building Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building

Strong EF-2, EF-3

ADEQUATE QUESTIONABLE INADEQUATE

Storm Shelter/Safe Room

Strip Mall Fully Underground Basement Service Station Canopy

Large Shopping Mall Partially Underground Basement Warehouse Building

One- or Two-Family Home Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School Farm Outbuilding

Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

Mobile/Manufactured Home

Small Retail Building Institutional Building Automobile Service Building

Storm Shelter/Safe Room Large, Isolated Retail Building

Small Professional Building Motel Metal Building System

Tornado Refuge Rubric
ADEQUATE REFUGE QUESTIONABLE REFUGE INADEQUATE REFUGE

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building Automobile Showroom

Weak EF-0, EF-1
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 On April 27, 2011 in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, many fatalities resulted from residents who 

were likely following recommended refuge plans using interior rooms in residences or other 

permanent buildings (Figure 5.1).  The high number of fatalities in permanent homes and 

structures is disheartening if residents were following the recommended strategy of taking refuge 

in an interior room on the lowest floor of a sturdy building.  This is especially true considering 

that only a small portion of the tornado path experiences the peak intensity of a tornado.  In the 

case of the Tuscaloosa tornado, Prevatt et al. (2011) estimated that 92% of damage surveyed in 

their study was at EF2 intensity or below, with less than 3% experiencing EF4 intensity.  While 

there are relatively inexpensive methods to reinforce residential structures with strong-ties and 

other attachments, these reinforcements will not save the structure from failure in winds 

associated with the vortex of violent tornadoes.   

 In Alabama, mobile homes comprise 13.2% of the housing stock, while permanent homes 

account for 86.8% (U.S. Census Bureau 2011 (a)).  In 2011, 28% of Alabama tornado fatalities 

with known locations occurred in mobile homes, compared to 53% in permanent homes (SPC 

2012b).  When comparing the number of mobile home deaths from tornadoes in Alabama in 

2011 to that of permanent homes, a transition can be seen between EF3 and EF4 tornado 

strength, where the number of permanent home fatalities surpasses those occurring in mobile 

homes (Figure 5.2).  Because permanent homes make up a higher percentage of the housing 

stock, it would be expected that more fatalities would occur in permanent homes across the EF
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Fig. 5.1: (a) April 27, 2011 Tuscaloosa tornado fatalities by location. (b) Tuscaloosa tornado 

fatalities, by shelter location recommendations. (c) Locations of tornado-related fatalities in 

Alabama during 2011, grouped by EF rating. Peak estimated intensity ratings along the tornado 

track are used for classification. (Sources: Tuscaloosa City Incident Command (2012) and SPC 

(2012)) 
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Fig. 5.2: Comparison of Alabama tornado fatalities in mobile homes and permanent homes 

during 2011, by peak EF rating of tornado. 
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scale if both structures are equally likely to be destroyed by a tornado.  However, this transition 

indicates that permanent homes only provide reliable refuge from a tornado at EF3 and weaker 

intensities. 

 Tuscaloosa County contains approximately 9,781 occupied mobile homes and 74,172 

occupied permanent homes (U.S. Census Bureau 2011 (a)).  Using this data to normalize the 

number of fatalities during the Tuscaloosa tornado (42 in permanent homes and 8 in mobile 

homes), there were 6 deaths per 10,000 permanent homes and 8 deaths per 10,000 mobile homes.  

In the state of Alabama during 2011, these fatality rates drop to 0.5 fatalities per 10,000 

permanent homes and 1.6 fatalities per 10,000 mobile homes.  The increased rate of fatalities 

seen in Tuscaloosa is likely due to the higher population density along the tornado track. 

During the survey, participants were asked where they sheltered during the tornado and if 

they would change their shelter location in the event of another tornado (Senkbeil et al. 2012).  

Responses to these questions were then grouped into two categories.  The first category, Shelter 

Before, indicates where the respondent took shelter or refuge during the tornado on April 27, 

2011.  The second category, Shelter After, represents the shelter or refuge intentions of the 

respondents in the event of a future tornado.  Because no resident specified different shelter 

locations for tornadoes of varying magnitude or different levels of perceived danger, it was 

assumed that residents would use the same location for every tornadic event.  Using this logic, 

the shelter environments in the Before and After categories were held constant, while rating their 

adequacy during a weak, strong or violent event using the tornado refuge rubric.  For responses 

in the After category, many residents were unsure of where they would seek refuge in the event 

of another tornado; these responses were grouped into the category Unsure.  These included 
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responses such as “no idea,” “somewhere secure,” and, “go to the safest place the news tells us to 

go.”   

Other common responses to this question included, “Go to a basement,” “Find a storm 

shelter,” and, “Get in my car and drive away.” Responses occurring less often, but illustrating 

some of the shortfalls in understanding of appropriate tornado safety actions include, “Get in a 

hole or ditch,” and, “I would go to a large store like Wal-Mart or the mall,” possibly in reference 

to a popular news story in the preceding weeks of customers surviving inside a large home 

improvement store in Sanford, NC, which was hit by a tornado on April 16, 2011. One 

participant also reported he would, “Head to the grocery store for the freezer unit,” likely  in 

response to the story of a local Tuscaloosa restaurant in which workers and customers survived 

inside the walk-in freezer while the store was destroyed by the April 27th tornado. 

Of particular interest is the number of participants (62) who were unsure of where they 

would take refuge or shelter in the event of another tornado. This represents nearly one third of 

all responses (29.4%). Results of Pearson Chi-Square tests for differences in the adequacy of 

shelter locations Before (x2 = 752, p< .01 (4)) and After (x2 = 290, p< .01 (6)) were both highly 

significant (Table 5.3).  This statistical significance is due mainly to most respondents indicating 

refuge in an interior room of a permanent structure, which would be adequate refuge for a weak 

tornado, questionable refuge for a strong tornado and inadequate refuge for a violent tornado. 

 Using the included tornado refuge rubric (Table 4.2), it is evident that the refuge location 

(permanent structure, interior room) most commonly chosen by Tuscaloosa residents during the 

EF4 April 27 tornado would have been inadequate refuge in the tornado vortex.  The locations of 

fatalities within the Tuscaloosa city limits are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and reflect this distribution  
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Table 5.3: Chi-Square analysis of respondent tornado refuge/shelter locations during the April 

27, 2011 Tuscaloosa, AL tornado (Before) and intended refuge/shelter locations in the event of a 

future tornado (After). Because residents did not indicate changing refuge/shelter plans based on 

tornado intensity or perceived danger, locations were held constant and evaluated for adequacy 

during weak, strong and violent tornado events using the tornado refuge rubric. 

 

 

  

Adequate Questionable Inadequate

Count 189 3 19

Expected Count 72.3 51 87.7

Count 14 147 50

Expected Count 72.3 51 87.7

Count 14 3 194

Expected Count 72.3 51 87.7

Pearson Chi-Square 752.260a Critical Value @ 0.001 18.46

Degrees of Freedom 4 p 0.000

Adequate Questionable Inadequate Unsure

Count 119 4 6 82

Expected Count 64.3 27 37.7 82

Count 37 73 19 82

Expected Count 64.3 27 37.7 82

Count 37 4 88 82

Expected Count 64.3 27 37.7 82

Pearson Chi-Square 290.367a Critical Value @ 0.001 22.46

Degrees of Freedom 6 p 0.000

Violent (EF4, EF5)

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square Test for April 27, 2011 Tornado Selter Locations (After)

Event Type
Refuge/Shelter Adequacy

Weak (EF0, EF1)

Strong (EF2, EF3)

Pearson Chi-Square Test for April 27, 2011 Tornado Shelter Locations (Before)

Event Type
Refuge/ Shelter Adequacy

Weak (EF0, EF1)

Chi-Square Tests

Strong (EF2, EF3)

Violent (EF4, EF5)
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of inadequate refuge (Tuscaloosa City Incident Command 2011).  If these permanent homes and 

structures are classified as sturdy buildings, the death toll is exceptionally high for what is to be 

considered recommended refuge from a tornado (Figure 5.1(b)).  This same pattern can be seen 

in all tornado fatalities in Alabama during 2011 where a high number of fatalities from EF4 and 

EF5 tornadoes occurred in permanent homes or permanent structures (Figure 5.1(c)), where 

many NWS tornado warning call-to-action statements recommend taking refuge if a storm 

shelter or basement is unavailable. In Tuscaloosa, many older homes were affected that were 

clearly not compliant with modern building codes. 

 The results from Tuscaloosa show that there is a highly significant difference in whether 

refuge/shelter locations are appropriate for weak, strong or violent tornadoes.  This significance 

is explained by most residents reporting seeking shelter in an interior room on the lowest level of 

a sturdy building, which is adequate for weak tornadoes, questionable for strong tornadoes and 

inadequate for violent tornadoes according to the procedures used to create the tornado refuge 

rubric used in this research.  One possible explanation for this might be the language used in 

most tornado warning statements, which often recommends sheltering in a lowest-level, interior 

room of a sturdy building, as seen in the Tuscaloosa tornado warning statement.  The vast 

majority of residents (92%) who had a shelter plan for the April 27, 2011 tornado indicated their 

plan was a lowest floor interior room such as a bathroom, closet, or basement (Senkbeil et al. 

2012).  Many provided additional details saying that a lowest-floor, interior room is what you are 

supposed to do.  Another contributing factor in the decision to seek refuge in lowest-level, 

interior rooms is likely convenience and the limited availability of basements and public storm 

shelters. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TORNADO REFUGE RUBRIC CONCLUSIONS 

The tornado refuge rubric discussed herein integrates the meteorological threat of 

potential tornado intensity with recommendations for refuge and shelter actions based on 

structure resiliency determined by wind speed ranges developed by engineers and 

meteorologists.  Evidence presented from Tuscaloosa suggests that residents followed a “one 

size fits all” recommended protective action policy by seeking refuge in a lowest-floor, interior 

room during the April 27, 2011 tornado.  These recommended actions are normally a wise 

protective strategy, but this strategy is not as safe on days when violent EF4 and EF5 tornadoes 

are expected.  The devastation in Tuscaloosa caused many residents to evaluate their future 

refuge plans, many of which chose a safer option; however, many did not know what to do or 

chose options that will not be safe in another violent tornado.  With this problem in mind, 

Chapter 2 will focus on further developing the tornado refuge rubric into a tiered tornado watch 

communication system incorporating these newly developed tornado refuge/shelter guidelines in 

hope that a more uniform, comprehensive set of tornado safety guidelines can be communicated 

to the public in the hours before a tornado warning is issued. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TORNADO WATCH SCALE 

 Based on the previously discussed system of rating tornado refuge and shelter adequacy, 

this chapter will focus on developing a tornado refuge rubric into a Tornado Watch Scale (TWS).  

The crux of the TWS is a hierarchical classification system to communicate a forecast of 

expected tornado intensity to the public. Based on the accurate performance of the Storm 

Prediction Center (SPC) in tornado forecasts, this manuscript will not attempt to develop an 

additional method of forecasting tornado intensity.  Instead, the objective of this research is to 

communicate the risk associated with tornado watches in an entirely new format.  An 

explanation of the TWS is presented, along with an analysis of its efficacy and favorability 

among respondents. 

 Due to the inherent short-fuse nature of tornadic events, this research shifts the focus 

away from the typical topics of tornado safety and hazard communication in relation to tornado 

warnings.  Tornado warning behavior and perception is abundant in the literature through studies 

of warning communications (Balluz et al. 2000; Sorenson 2000; Hammer and Schmidlin 2002; 

Paul, et al. 2003; Farley 2007; Brotzge et al. 2009; Coleman et al. 2010; League et al. 2010; 

Schumacher et al. 2010; Sherman-Morris 2010; Hoekstra et al. 2011), false alarm rates (Barnes 

2007a; Barnes 2007b; Simmons and Sutter 2009; Brotzge et al. 2011), probability of detection 

(Simmons and Sutter 2011; Brotzge et al. 2013) and warning lead time (Erickson and Brooks 

2006; Simmons and Sutter 2008; Hoekstra et al. 2010) to the current tornado watch 

communication system and possible improvements thereof. The ultimate goal of the TWS is to 
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provide residents with a simple forecast of expected severity and corresponding precautionary 

actions in ample time for those who do not normally have a storm shelter or safe room readily 

available to travel to appropriate shelter based on the forecast recommendations. 

 With the tornado refuge rubric complete, the next step in its evolution was to develop a 

way of communicating these appropriate shelter/refuge locations to the public in enough time to 

make decisions or alter their daily routines. This need is particularly important on days with an 

elevated risk of strong or violent tornadoes.  On days with elevated risk, seeking refuge in the 

typical “interior room on lowest level of a sturdy building” is not a guarantee of safety.  

 Because this system is designed to motivate the public to seek substantial shelter, such as 

a storm shelter or safe room, it is imperative that listeners are given sufficient time to process the 

information, make a decision, possibly communicate with the new shelter location and travel to 

the destination before a tornado arrives (Lindell and Perry 2004). Due to this possible increase in 

required travel time when compared to the availability of typical residential structures, the 

average tornado warning lead time of 13 minutes (Hoekstra et al. 2010) may be insufficient for 

some who must travel from their home, workplace or school to a storm shelter or safe room.  

 Using the tornado refuge rubric as a basis, two levels were added to each of the existing 

tornado intensity classes (weak, strong and violent) to form a Level 0 – Level 5 scale (Figure 

7.1). Each of these classes represents a low-end or high-end event within its respective class. For 

example, a Level 0 Tornado Watch would be issued for a low-end event with the possibility of 

weak tornadoes, such as a weak squall line, mesoscale convective system (MCS) or quasi-linear 

convective system (QLCS). A Level 1 Tornado Watch would be issued for a slightly more 

intense event, such as tornadoes associated with tropical cyclones. This hierarchy continues with 

Level 2 and Level 3 Tornado Watches representing low-end and high-end events with the
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Fig. 7.1: The Tornado Watch Scale, revised from the tornado refuge rubric presented in Chapter 1 to include tornado watch levels. 

 

LEVEL EVENT TYPE EF SCALE

One- or Two-Family Home

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Institutional Building

Partially Underground Basement

Fully Underground Basement

Fully Underground Basement

Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

INADEQUATEQUESTIONABLEADEQUATE

Storm Shelter/Safe Room

Service Station Canopy

Warehouse Building

Partially Underground Basement

One- or Two-Family Home

Mobile/Manufactured Home

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Farm Outbuilding

Motel

Small Retail Building

Small Professional Building

Strip Mall

Large Shopping Mall

QUESTIONABLEADEQUATE INADEQUATE

Mobile/Manufactured Home

Farm Outbuilding

Motel

Small Retail Building

Small Professional Building

Automobile Showroom

Automobile Service Building

Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School

Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building

Metal Building System

Motel

Fully Underground Basement

Partially Underground Basement

Mobile/Manufactured Home

Farm Outbuilding

Automobile Showroom

Automobile Service Building

Metal Building System

Service Station Canopy

Warehouse Building

Large, Isolated Retail Building

Strip Mall

Large Shopping Mall

Service Station Canopy

Warehouse Building

EF-4, EF-5Violent

Large, Isolated Retail Building

Automobile Showroom

Automobile Service Building

Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School

Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building

Institutional Building

Metal Building System

Vehicle (to evacuate during tornado watch)
2

2
Evacuation should be done during a Tornado Watch, out of the watch area, before a Tornado Warning 

is issued

1
Apartments, condos and townhouses three stories or less

Storm Shelter/Safe Room

One- or Two-Family Home

Apartments, Condos, Townhouses
1

Small Retail Building

Small Professional Building

Strip Mall

Large Shopping Mall

Large, Isolated Retail Building

Elem., Jr., or Sr. High School

Low-, Mid-, or High-Rise Building

Institutional Building

Tornado Watch Scale

All refuge locations should be in an interior room on the lowest level of the structure,        

away from windows.

LEVEL 0

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

INADEQUATE

EF-0, EF-1Weak

Strong EF-2, EF-3

ADEQUATE QUESTIONABLE

Storm Shelter/Safe Room
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possibility of strong tornadoes. Level 4 and Level 5 Tornado Watches would be reserved for 

days in which atmospheric conditions indicate the possibility of supercells with violent 

tornadoes. These highest-level watches are similar in form and function to the current 

particularly dangerous situation (PDS) tornado watch; albeit, with a slightly different design.  

The proposed tornado watch is aimed at simple communication of expected severity and 

appropriate precautionary measures. In short, the TWS modifies the existing tornado watch 

structure by defining the forecast levels from tornado watch and PDS tornado watch into six 

levels and providing a section for accompanying precautionary/preparedness actions for each.  

Thus, it is similar in structure to the Saffir-Simpson scale for hurricanes, which is also 

technically a watch scale used to communicate potential intensity prior to landfall of the storm.  

No current scale is widely advertised for this explicit purpose for tornadoes, although the SPC 

has been communicating tornado risk categorically in the form of slight, moderate, and high risk 

days and also in probabilistic format.  This comparison is explained in greater detail in the 

following section. The objective of this research is to take those principles of risk levels and 

create a platform by which risk is more efficiently communicated to consumers.  

 In addition to text and audio tornado watch statements, the graphical representation of the 

TWS makes use of colors to symbolize the different hazard levels.  Each of the three intensity 

categories is represented by its own color, Weak = Yellow, Strong = Orange and Violent = Red. 

Prior research has shown the color red to elicit the highest feelings of severity, intensity, danger 

or hazard, followed by orange and yellow (Dunlap et al. 1986; Ryan 1991; Braun et al. 1994; 

Chapanis 1994; Smith-Jackson and Wogalter 2000). 
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CHAPTER 8 

COMPARABLE PRODUCTS 

 The forecasting of tornado likelihood is currently addressed by multiple products, one 

example being convective outlooks issued by the Storm Prediction Center. Risk levels are 

outlined up to eight days in advance of an event and can contain the following levels: “GEN 

TSTMS,” or general thunderstorms, which is found only in the discussion and issued for areas at 

risk for non-severe thunderstorms, “SEE TEXT,” which is labeled on the graphic and directs the 

reader to the discussion, “SLGT,” or slight risk, which implies an expectation of a limited 

number/area of severe thunderstorms, or a smaller, more significant event, “MDT,” or moderate 

risk, which implies a greater concentration and/or magnitude than a slight risk, likely including 

“multiple tornadic supercells with very large hail or intense squall lines with widespread 

damaging winds (Novy et al. 2013).” The highest risk level shown in convective outlooks is 

“HIGH,” implying a high degree of certainty in a major severe weather outbreak, with “large 

coverage of severe weather and the likelihood of extreme severe events (i.e. violent tornadoes or 

very damaging convective wind events) (Novy et al. 2013).” The SPC is also currently testing an 

experimental convective outlook product that more closely approximates principles of the TWS 

proposed in this research (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/dy1-3example/). 

 In addition to the categorical Convective Outlooks discussed above, the SPC also issues 

probabilistic Convectional Outlooks up to three days in advance of an event. These are more 

descriptive of individual severe weather hazards (hail, winds and tornadoes) and are used to 

address expectations for each hazard while including the forecaster’s confidence in the event. 
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The numerical probabilities contained within these outlooks represent the likelihood of one of 

more events occurring within 25 miles of a given point within the forecast area during the 

outlook period (SPC 2011). As an example, an SPC webpage explaining probabilistic 

Convective Outlooks (http://www.spc.noaa.gov/products/outlook/probinfo.html) says, “a 15% 

contour on the hail forecast outlines an area where the probability of one or more reports of large 

(3/4" or greater) hail occurring within 25 miles of any point during the forecast period is 15% 

(SPC 2011).” Information on probabilistic to categorical outlook conversion can be found online 

at: http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/SPC_Prob_Conv_Otlk_Change_20060214.html.  

 Also in use by the SPC are products known as Public Severe Weather Outlooks (PWO). 

While the previously mentioned outlooks provide more detailed information up to several days 

in advance of an event, a PWO is typically issued 12—24 hours in advance of an event. These 

outlooks are used when a high risk is issued for tornadoes or widespread significant wind 

damage, or when areas within a moderate risk category contain at least a 15% probability of 

tornadoes or 45% probability of damaging winds. In contrast to the Convective Outlooks and 

probabilistic Convective Outlooks, the PWO incorporate a plain-language forecast for use by the 

general public (SPC 2013). An example of this outlook can be found at: 

http://www.spc.noaa.gov/misc/about.html#PWO. While the combination of these three products 

is valuable to the weather community, particularly meteorological professionals, use of the TWS 

should simplify communication of only tornado risk to the general public. As such, this 

manuscript contains only a recommendation for the final product as delivered to consumers, 

leaving the actual conversion methods and forecasting decisions to be decided upon by the SPC 

or other affiliated parties.  
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 Another source for tornado hazard information before an event is included on tornado 

watch webpages generated by the SPC in a section addressing the likelihood of certain hazards  

 (Figure 8.1). These include probabilities for multiple tornadoes and EF2 and stronger tornadoes, 

along with other associated severe weather hazards. This information could be extremely 

valuable, but is not included in tornado watch statements and is not widely disseminated to the 

public outside of the tornado watch webpage. 

 Another product with similar objectives to the TWS is the Experimental Impact Based 

Tornado Warning System which was tested by the NWS in Kansas and Missouri in 2012 and 

expanded to the entire Central Region during 2013 (NWS 2013). These warnings are meant to 

provide more information to the public in order to facilitate improved response to a tornado 

warning while providing additional information to the media and emergency managers, 

addressing vital societal information needs during a life-threatening event, improving 

communication of severe weather information, providing a recommended course of action to the 

public and indicating relative tornado risk level (NWS 2013). These warnings include explicit 

information on storm characteristics, such as presence of a tornado, potential tornado damage 

and hail size in an attempt to elicit life-saving protective actions from listeners. While the goals 

of this system mirror those of the TWS, the TWS attempts to redesign tornado watch statements 

to provide this information to a more generalized area in the hours before an event. 

 In addition to these communication products, NWS weather forecast offices (WFOs) will 

also use multimedia impact briefings, hazardous weather outlooks and graphics illustrating 

relative threat levels for different hazards (Figure 8.2) to communicate forecasts of tornado risk. 

While these products provide weather hazard information in a simple format, easily disseminated 

on social media to increase the viewing audience, they do not address the issue of appropriate  
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Fig. 8.1: An example of the information contained within the “Probabilities” tab of a tornado 

watch webpage from the SPC. This example is available online from the SPC at: 

http://www.spc.noaa.gov/products/watch/2011/ww0235.html 
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Fig. 8.2: An example of a relative threat level graphic produced by the Birmingham, AL NWS 

office. 
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tornado refuge/safety locations in advance of an event, particularly those events where violent 

tornadoes are possible. 

 This attempt at communicating tornado risk has also been addressed by private weather 

entities. This includes proprietary scales and indices which may provide some benefits by 

increasing awareness of a severe weather threat, but may also add an element of confusion if a 

person is presented with different systems and different levels of risk from different information 

providers. Because of this potential problem, the TWS was developed as a product for use across 

the entire weather communication enterprise, including the SPC and NWS, internet weather 

information services, local and national TV and radio meteorologists, highway information signs, 

billboards and cell phone weather alerts as a simple, uniform method of communicating risk 

levels and recommended actions to the public hours in advance of an event. 

 One relatively recent development in communicating hazard information to the public is 

the Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA) system, a program developed by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. This 

system was authorized by Congress in 2006 and has been adopted by most U.S. wireless service 

providers (FCC 2013). The service is free of charge to customers and allows transmission of 

national security alerts issued by the President of the United States, alerts involving threats to life 

and safety from the National Weather Service and Amber Alerts from the National Center for 

Missing and Exploited Children. These alerts resemble text messages but are transmitted 

differently, allowing them to receive priority over text messages or phone calls to ensure delivery 

when the wireless system is experiencing heavy traffic, and are required to have a dedicated tone 

and vibration pattern consistent across all wireless service providers and capable devices (FCC 

2013; FCC 2014; FEMA 2014).  
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 Currently, the NWS uses the system to issue dust storm, extreme wind, flash flood, 

hurricane, tornado, tsunami and typhoon warnings (NOAA No Date (d)). The WEA are limited 

to 90 characters, however, wireless providers may also link to supplemental information on the 

hazard, as well as incorporate the hazard into other services. As an example, a WEA message 

sent to compatible devices running Google’s Android operating system links to a Google Public 

Alerts webpage with indicators of how likely, how soon and how severe the alert is considered, 

along with detailed recommended actions, both before and during, and a definition of the alert 

type. An example of this page can be seen in Figure 8.3 (and accessed online at: 

http://google.org/publicalerts/alert?aid=45796a74caf68840&source=email). Google also 

integrates this information into Google Search, Google Maps and Google Now 

(https://www.google.org/crisisresponse/publicalerts/). This platform is ideal for communication 

of the Tornado Watch Scale discussed herein, allowing for a concise message containing the 

tornado watch level, along with an option to quickly learn more about the statement and 

corresponding recommended safety actions. 
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Fig. 8.3: An example of a webpage from Google Public Alerts providing more information on a 

tornado watch issued for the device’s geographical area. This webpage is accessed via the 

“More” button included in the WEA message to supported devices running the Android 

operating system. 
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CHAPTER 9 

METHODS 

 To gather preliminary information on the efficacy of the TWS, along with tornado hazard 

knowledge and understanding, an interview was developed, adapted to iPad and used with 

Alabama residents to gather both quantitative and qualitative data for analysis. Interviews were 

administered face-to-face, resulting in a 90% response rate. Each interview lasted about 20 

minutes and consisted of both open and closed questions, including classification, behavioral, 

knowledge and perception question types (Bird 2009). Some questions contained multiple parts, 

such as “Do you have children at home? If so, how many?” and “Do you have a tornado safety 

plan for your home? If so, what is the plan?”  

 The ultimate goal of the interview, comparison of current tornado watch communication 

statements and TWS statements, was addressed by including audio from five hypothetical 

tornado watch statements, each followed by a series of three questions in which the participant 

was asked what they would do: 

1. After hearing the watch statement in their home that morning  

2. If a tornado warning was issued for their home later that day  

3. And how they would rate the danger associated with each statement on a scale of 1—

10, with ten being the most dangerous 

The texts from these statements were modified from SPC tornado watch statements issued for 

northern and central Alabama during the spring of 2011. Interviewer bias was minimized by 

using audio recordings for each hypothetical tornado watch statement, avoiding possible 
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inconsistencies incurred through reading each statement.  The recording mimicked the way 

participants would receive the information if heard over broadcast radio, NOAA weather radio or 

television. Care was also taken not to identify the interviewer as being associated with 

development of the TWS throughout any portion of the interview. The authors made use of a 

spatial sampling technique, selecting participants congregated at parks, public buildings and 

sporting events in central and north Alabama (Patton 1990). The interview questions are included 

in Appendix A, along with transcripts from the watch statement recordings. 

 Closed interview questions were developed to gather demographic information from 

respondents for analysis of differences in tornado hazard knowledge attributable to age, race, 

gender, educational level, marital status, type of home, number of children in the home, and size 

of the group in which they normally make tornado safety decisions. There were also questions 

aimed at collecting information on participants’ tornado hazard knowledge, including whether 

the participant has had any meteorological or storm-spotter training, along with open-ended 

definitional questions for common terms used in tornado hazard communication such as, 

“tornado watch,” “tornado warning,” “PDS tornado watch,” “tornado emergency,” and “warning 

polygon.” Also, in an attempt to gather information on tornado experience, participants were 

asked if they had ever been in a tornado watch, tornado warning, PDS tornado watch or a 

tornado emergency. 

 To obtain data as a basis for comparison, participants were asked if they currently had a 

tornado safety plan for their home, and if so, where they shelter and how long it takes them to 

travel there. This information was compared against responses given for refuge/shelter location 

after hearing each tornado watch statement. Participants were also questioned about tornado 

safety plans for their workplace and vehicle, though they were not asked if these plans would 
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change after hearing any of the hypothetical watch statements. The interview also included 

questions on what the participant considered adequate shelter during a tornado, what they would 

consider to be the ideal lead time for a tornado warning, if they own a NOAA weather radio and 

how they receive their weather warning information. 

 Participants were instructed to listen to audio recordings for each hypothetical event to 

create the most realistic scenario. The goal of the authors was to assess participant 

understanding, decision-making and preferences when the respondents were given only minimal 

information without being able to reference a graphical illustration of the TWS (Figure 7.1). 

After recording responses from each of the five scenarios and participant preference between the 

current tornado watch system and the TWS, participants were allowed to examine a graphical 

illustration of the TWS (Figure 7.1) and asked what actions they would take if a tornado warning 

was issued for their home while under a Level 1, Level 3 or Level 5 tornado watch.  

 Lastly, participants were asked if they would be willing to participate in a follow-up 

survey in the event of a tornado warning affecting their zip code. Of the 38 respondents in the 

preliminary study, 37 consented to being contacted for the follow-up survey by phone. This 

information was intended to be used to compare participants’ hypothetical decisions with those 

decisions made during an actual event. However, at the IRB expiration of the study there had 

been no tornado warnings affecting any of the participants’ zip codes.  
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CHAPTER 10 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The demographic information for the interview participants is presented in Figure 10.1 and 

reasonably approximates a representative sample of the state of Alabama according to the U.S. 

Census Bureau in most categories (U.S. Census Bureau 2011 (b)). The state estimates shown in 

Figure 10.1 represent U.S. Census Bureau percentages applied to our sample size of 38 

respondents. For example, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates the population of Alabama to be 

52% female, indicating a representative sample of 38 would include 20 female participants. 

Despite each person who declined to participate in the study being male, the distribution of 

gender for the sample is still representative of the state. Race/ethnicity is also representative of 

the state, with each sample category equaling the expected estimate. Because of the nature of the 

sampling technique, the youngest and oldest demographics are less representative than the 

middle-age categories. This is due to in increased number of participants 19—24 and decreased 

number of participants 55 and older at the sampling locations; typically parks, sporting events 

and public buildings. Mobile home and apartment residents also appear to be slightly over-

sampled, which is likely related to the increased number of young people in the sample. Also 

related to this age discrepancy is the increase in the number of participants indicating “some 

college” as their educational level. 

 In addition to the above demographic characteristics, participants were also asked to indicate 

their marital status and how many children they had living at home. Of the 38 participants, 19  
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Fig. 10.1: Demographic data from the interviews of Alabama residents compared to 2010 U.S. 

Census Bureau estimates for a representative sample. 
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indicated they were not married, 15 indicated they were married and 4 indicated they were 

divorced. Also, 21 of the respondents were without children, while the remaining 17 averaged  

1.9 children per home. Care was also taken to ensure that no two people from the same 

household were interviewed to broaden the sample set.  

 A second section of the study focused on the participants’ knowledge and experience in 

relation to tornado hazards. This consisted of open and closed questions assessing how the 

participants made safety decisions, their understanding of terms associated with tornado hazard 

communication, prior experience with tornado events, previous severe weather training, current 

tornado safety plans for their home, vehicle, workplace, tornado warning lead time preference, 

their weather warning information sources and what they consider “safe” shelter during a 

tornado. 

 Within our sample, 17 participants indicated they make decisions regarding tornado safety 

alone (Table 10.2), while 12 make those decisions in a group of two (nine of which were 

husband and wife couples), and nine participants make their safety decisions in a group of three 

or more. For those making safety decisions alone, nine were female and eight were male with an 

average age of 42.7. Of these 17, 10 indicated their marital status as single, five were married 

and two were divorced. The 12 participants who made their safety decisions in a group of two 

consisted of six males and six females with an average age of 43.6, nine of which were married, 

two were divorced and one was single. Surprisingly, those who made their decisions in a group 

of three or more consisted of six females and three males, with an average age of 23.4; slightly 

over half the average age of the other two classes. Eight members of this group were single, 

while one was married.  
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Table 10.2: Interview participants’ responses when questioned about the size of the group in 

which they make tornado safety decisions, broken down by gender, average age and marital 

status. 

 

 
 

  

Total Female Male Avg Age Single Divorced Married

Alone 17 9 8 42.6 10 2 5

Group of 2 12 6 6 43.8 1 2 9

Group of 3+ 9 6 3 23.4 8 0 1

Do you typically make tornado safety decisions alone or in a group?
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 Participants were also asked to define, in their own words, a series of terms related to tornado 

hazard communication. The definitions provided for the terms—tornado watch, tornado warning, 

PDS tornado watch, tornado emergency and warning polygon—were then assembled into 

categories and graded by their accuracy into groups of correct or partially correct responses, and 

incorrect responses. Credit was given for partially correct responses to allow for participants who 

could communicate the general idea of a term, even if part of the NWS definition was omitted. 

For example, responses for the definition of a tornado warning were deemed correct/partially 

correct if a respondent mentioned a tornado had been sighted or a tornado was on the ground. 

Though this leaves out tornado warnings issued for radar-indicated tornadoes, the participants 

still understood that a tornado is likely nearby when a tornado warning is issued.  

 The results of this classification are presented in Table 10.3, which shows 25 respondents 

were able to provide a correct or partially correct definition for a tornado watch, the majority of 

which were quoted as saying, “conditions are favorable for tornadoes,” while eight participants 

provided a description of a tornado warning instead, with five more participants stating that they 

did not know what a tornado watch was, providing an answer too vague to discern or otherwise 

providing an incorrect response. These were grouped into the category, “Incorrect/Too 

Vague/Unknown.” The next term with the highest count of correct or partially correct responses 

was “tornado warning.” Of the 38 responses, 22 included descriptions indicating a tornado has 

been spotted, was on the ground or indicated by radar. The remaining 16 responses were 

incorrect, with four confusing a tornado warning with a tornado watch. Ten of the respondents 

correctly described the general idea of a warning polygon as the area where a tornado could go, 

while 28 responses were incorrect, with one of those participants stating a warning polygon was  
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Table 10.3: Graded and classified responses to tornado hazard term definitions from interview 

participants. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Term Count

Correct/Partially Correct Indicated tornado formation possible 25

Confused with Tornado Warning 8

Incorrect/Too Vague/Unknown 5

Particularly Dangerous Situation 2

Indicated elevated risk of tornadoes 2

Incorrect/Too Vague/Unknown 29

Confused with a Tornado Watch 5

Positive sighting of a tornado 18

Possibility of a tornado 3

Radar indicates possible tornado 1

Incorrect/Too Vague/Unknown 12

Confused with a Tornado Watch 4

Elevated urgency, tornado on the ground 5

Tornado has been spotted 4

Incorrect/Too Vague/Unknown 27

After a tornado 1

Confused with a Tornado Watch 1

Correct/Partially Correct Shows area where the tornado could go 10

Incorrect/Too Vague/Unknown 27

Eight tornadoes on the ground 1

Response

Incorrect

Incorrect

Warning Polygon

Tornado Emergency

Incorrect

PDS Tornado Watch

Tornado Warning

Tornado Watch

Incorrect

Correct/Partially Correct

Incorrect

Correct/Partially Correct

Correct/Partially Correct
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used to indicate that eight tornadoes were on the ground. Of the 38 participants, only two were 

able to give acceptable answers for every definition, one of these being a local TV meteorologist. 

 Without providing correct definitions for the terms, participants were then asked if they had 

ever been in a tornado watch, PDS tornado watch, tornado warning or tornado emergency. Of the  

38 responses, 37 indicated they have been in a tornado watch, with one saying they have not 

(Table 10.4); 36 indicated they have been in a tornado warning, with one saying they have not 

and one being unsure; 21 indicated they have been in a tornado emergency, with six saying they 

have not and 11 being unsure. Though some of the respondents may be unable to articulate 

correct definitions for a tornado watch or tornado warning, most do understand that they have 

experienced each before. However, only four participants indicated they had been in a PDS 

tornado watch, while three indicated they had never experienced a PDS tornado watch and 31 

were unsure if they had or not. This is surprisingly low considering many of the participants have 

likely experienced multiple PDS tornado watches in Alabama.  

 To assess a participant’s educational experience regarding severe weather, each participant 

was asked if they had any prior meteorological or storm spotter training. Only two of the 

respondents indicated any formal training, one with a bachelor’s degree in meteorology and one 

with storm spotter training at a volunteer fire department. Because no data is available on 

percentage of the population with these training levels, no inference can be made regarding this 

sample as a representation of the overall population of Alabama.  

 Also, participants were queried regarding their tornado safety plans for their home, vehicle 

and workplace. Specifically, respondents were asked, “Do you have a tornado safety plan for 

your [home, vehicle or workplace]? If so, what is your plan?” When asked about their home 

plan, 29 participants reported having a plan, with 16 of those citing their refuge location as a  
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Table 10.4: Responses from interview participants when asked about their prior experience with 

tornado hazard communications. 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Yes No Unknown

Tornado Watch 37 1 0

PDS Tornado Watch 4 3 31

Tornado Warning 36 1 1

Tornado Emergency 21 6 11

Have you ever been in a…?
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first-floor, interior room, while six go to a storm shelter or safe room, five seek refuge in a 

basement and two stay in a second-floor bathroom in their apartment complex (Table 10.5). The 

remaining nine participants stated they currently have no tornado safety plan for their home.  

None of the 38 respondents indicated a possible change in refuge/shelter location based on 

weather conditions, hazard communications or any other deciding factor. These responses will be 

referenced later in the manuscript and used as a control group for how participants’ tornado 

refuge/shelter plans change when presented with tornado watch communications. 

 When questioned about their tornado safety plan for their vehicle, 24 of those interviewed 

have no plan, while seven state they will get into a ditch or culvert for safety, three indicate they 

will find a structure, three plan on driving away from the tornado and one will get under a bridge 

or an overpass (Table 10.5). Participants were also questioned about the tornado safety plan for 

their workplace, with 15 of the participants either unemployed, disabled, retired or working from 

home and thus having no tornado safety plan for their workplace (Table 10.5). Of the remaining 

23, nine will seek refuge in a lowest-level, interior room at their workplace, while six have no 

safety plan, four have designated areas in basements or otherwise underground, two note that 

their employer has a plan but they aren’t familiar with the instructions, one has a storm shelter 

available and one would drive away from the approaching storm due to the nature of his job 

requiring mostly field work in a vehicle. 

 In addition to information for their home safety plan, participants who provided a refuge or 

shelter location for their home were asked to estimate how long it would take to travel to their 

home refuge/shelter location after receiving a tornado warning (Table 10.6). Of the 29 

participants with tornado safety plans for their home, the average estimated time to reach that  
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Table 10.5: Refuge/shelter locations from participants’ tornado safety plans for their homes, 

vehicles and workplaces.  

 

 
 

 

 

Table 10.6: Average reported travel time from home to home refuge/shelter location by type of 

residence, responses from participants not including a refuge/shelter location for their home 

tornado safety plan were omitted. 

 

 
 

  

Lowest Level, Interior Room 16 No Plan 24 Unemployed/Retired/Work From Home 15

No Plan 9 Find Ditch or Culvert 7 Lowest Level, Interior Room 9

Storm Shelter/Safe Room 6 Find A Structure 3 No Plan 6

Partially Underground Basement 3 Drive Away 3 Basement/Underground 4

Fully Underground Baasement 2 Find Bridge/Overpass 1 Yes, Unsure Where 2

Second Floor Bathroom 2 Drive Away 1

Storm Shelter/Safe Room 1

Do you have a tornado safety plan for your ____? If so, what is your plan?

Home Vehicle Workplace

1.0

6.2

Apartment

Mobile Home

Home Type

How long does it take to travel to your tornado 

refuge or shelter location? (n=29)

Permanent Home

Avg Travel Time (min)

1.2
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location was 2.03 minutes, with a minimum value of one minute and maximum value of 15 

minutes. Several participants indicated their travel time would be “less than a minute,” but these 

responses were rounded up to 1 to facilitate analysis. Those participants living in apartments 

(n=6) reported the least travel time, with an average of 1.0 minutes, while those in permanent 

homes (18) averaged 1.2 minutes. Interview participants who reported living in mobile homes 

(5) had a substantially higher average travel time of 6.2 minutes. 

 To assess the sample population’s preference on tornado warning lead time, each participant 

was asked, “What would you consider to be the ideal lead time for a tornado warning?” Though 

the exact number was not recorded, several respondents were not sure what this question was 

asking, requiring clarification along the lines of, “How many minutes would you like to have 

between a tornado warning being issued and the tornado arriving at your location?” Because one 

participant indicated she would like a week of lead time (10080 minutes) for a tornado warning, 

the average ideal lead time for the entire sample set was 301.68 minutes. When excluding this 

outlier, the average for the rest of the sample (n=37) was 37.4 minutes. This is in line with 

findings from Hoekstra et al. (2010) whose research found a preferred tornado warning lead time 

of 34.3 minutes when surveying 320 visitors to the National Weather Center in Norman, 

Oklahoma, during the summer and fall of 2009. Again excluding the outlier, the maximum 

preferred lead time was 180 minutes and the minimum lead time was 5 minutes, with 10 

participants choosing 30 minutes. 

 When asked for their primary source of weather warning information, participants strongly 

favored local television meteorologists (n=19), followed by smartphone applications (6), radio 

(4), internet (2), NOAA weather radio (2), personal communication (2), email (1), social 

media(1), and text message alerts (1) (Table 10.7). The public’s preference for local TV   
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Table 10.7: Primary weather warning information sources for interview participants. 

 

 
 

 

  

  

Information Source Count

Local TV 19

Smartphone App 6

Radio 4

Internet 2

NOAA Weather Radio 2

Personal Communication 2

Email 1

Social Media 1

Text Alerts 1

What is your primary source of weather 

warning information?
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meteorologists has been identified in previous studies (e.g. Legates and Biddle 1999; Hammer 

and Schmidlin 2002; Paul et al. 2003; Sherman-Morris 2005; Hayden et al. 2007; Schmidlin et 

al. 2009), but the number of participants using web-enabled smartphone apps as their primary 

source of weather warning information highlights the recent proliferation of mobile devices. 

Additionally, only 14 of the 38 respondents reported owning a NOAA weather radio.  

 To develop an understanding of how the participants viewed “safe” structure during a 

tornado, each was asked, “What do you consider safe shelter during a tornado?” The most 

common response chosen, a lowest-level, interior room, corresponds to the language used in 

typical tornado warning statements from the NWS. Almost half (n=16) of the respondents 

indicated they perceived this as safe shelter during a tornado, followed by 12 who stated they 

only consider areas underground to be safe, while six chose a storm shelter or safe room and four 

chose other responses (Table 10.8). These “other” responses included, “somewhere I don’t get 

killed,” “anything that’s not moveable,” “under something heavy,” and, “out of the path of the 

tornado.” 

 The main focus of this study was to collect data on how the TWS influenced participants’ 

understanding of the tornado hazard being communicated, their tornado safety decisions and 

their preference between the current NWS tornado watch model and the proposed Tornado 

Watch Scale. This was accomplished by presenting each participant with an audio recording of a 

tornado watch statement, followed by questions used to gather information on what actions they 

would take after hearing the previous tornado watch statement, what actions they would take if a 

tornado warning was issued for their home after hearing that particular watch statement on their 

television, radio or NOAA weather radio the morning of the event and a question asking the  
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Table 10.8: Interview participants’ ideas of “safe” shelter during a tornado. 

 

 
 

 

  

Location Count

Lowest Level, Interior Room 16

Underground 12

Storm Shelter/Safe Room 6

Other 4

What do you consider safe shelter during a tornado?
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participant to rate the danger they felt associated with the tornado watch statement on a 1—10 

scale, with 1 being the least dangerous and 10 being the most dangerous.  

 It is important to note the question asking participants about their actions after being 

presented with a tornado warning for their home was phrased as, “What would you do…?” 

instead of, “What should you do…?” The question was purposefully constructed in this way to 

gather more accurate data on the likely behaviors of the participants, given their available 

resources, rather than simply assessing if they understood what actions would be best in the 

given situation. For this reason, the responses for safety actions following each hypothetical 

scenario likely represent a low-end estimate of statement efficacy in communicating risk, due to 

some participants not having reasonable access to optimal shelter. 

 The first statement presented was that of a typical SPC tornado watch, the basis of which was 

taken from Tornado Watch Number 140 issued at 12:35 PM UTC on April 15, 2011 for portions 

of northern and central Alabama, eastern Louisiana and central and southern Mississippi. The 

date and time of the statement was amended in the interview in an attempt to disassociate the 

statement from that particular event. The detailed location description was omitted from each 

statement to expedite the interview process. The transcript of the audio statement is included in 

the questionnaire in Appendix A.  

 When asked what actions they would take if a tornado warning was issued for their home 

after hearing this message earlier that morning, 20 participants said they would go to a lowest-

level, interior room for shelter (Table 10.9). These locations included bathrooms, closets, 

hallways, under stairwells, etc. This was followed by seven who would go to a storm shelter, 

four to a fully-underground basement and four to a partially-underground basement. An 

institutional building, a second-floor bathroom and no action were each chosen once. This  
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Table 10.9: Refuge/shelter locations reported by interview participants when asked if they had a 

tornado safety plan for their home (Current Home Tornado Safety Plan) and what actions they 

would take if a tornado warning was issued for their home after hearing the preceding tornado 

watch statement (Current Tornado Watch Statement – Level 5 Tornado Watch Statement). 

 

 
 

 

  

Current Home Tornado Safety Plan 6 2 3 16 - - 2 9

Current Tornado Watch Statement 7 4 4 20 1 - 1 1

Current PDS Tornado Watch Statement 8 4 4 18 1 3 - -

Level 1 Tornado Watch Statement 6 4 3 22 1 1 1 -

Level 3 Tornado Watch Statement 11 6 4 13 1 3 - -

Level 5 Tornado Watch Statement 15 3 4 10 1 5 - -

Second Floor, 

Interior Room
No Shelter

What safety actions would you take if a 

tornado warning was issued for your home?

Storm 

Shelter

Fully Underground 

Basement

Partially Underground 

Basement

Lowest Level, 

Interior Room

Institutional 

Building
Evacuate
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change in behavior was noticeably different from simply asking the participants if they had a 

tornado safety plan for their home, nine of which did not.  

 When asked the same question after hearing an audio statement describing a PDS tornado 

watch, modeled after Tornado Watch Number 235, issued at 6:45 PM UTC on April 27, 2011,  

for portions of Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi and Tennessee, the number of participants 

choosing a lowest-level, interior room for shelter dropped to 18, while the number using a storm 

shelter increased to eight (Table 10.9). One participant still selected an institutional building, 

while no participant chose a second floor bathroom or no shelter after hearing the PDS tornado 

watch statement. The largest change was seen in the number of participants who reported that 

they would evacuate after hearing the tornado warning.  This increased from zero after hearing a 

standard tornado watch to three after hearing a PDS tornado watch.  

 Participants were also presented with hypothetical scenarios for three levels of the Tornado 

Watch Scale. These statements were also modeled after the same statements from the SPC, with 

the addition of a section describing the corresponding common refuge/shelter options 

recommended by the Tornado Watch Scale. The transcripts of these hypothetical statements are 

also available in Appendix A. 

 When presented with a hypothetical Level 1 Tornado Watch statement and asked what 

actions they would take if a tornado warning was issued for their home later that day, 22 

participants chose a lowest-level, interior room, while six chose a storm shelter, four chose a 

fully-underground basement, three chose a partially-underground basement and one participant 

each indicated they would take refuge in an institutional building, a second-floor, interior room 

or evacuate (Table 10.9). An important difference in evacuation as recommended by the Tornado 

Watch Scale and included in the audio recording of the hypothetical TWS statements is that 
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evacuation is only recommended if adequate shelter is unavailable, if the person evacuates the 

tornado watch area before a tornado warning is issued and if the person is familiar with the area 

and has access to storm warning information during evacuation. 

 After hearing a hypothetical Level 3 Tornado Watch statement, the number of participants 

indicating they would go to a lowest-level, interior room fell to 13, while the number who chose 

a storm shelter or safe room rose to 11 (Table 10.9). In this scenario, six participants indicated 

they would go to a fully-underground basement, four to a partially-underground basement and 

one to an institutional building. Additionally, three indicated they would evacuate the area before 

a tornado warning was issued.  

 The greatest divergence from the current home tornado safety plan was seen when 

participants listened to the Level 5 Tornado Watch statement and were then asked what actions 

they would take if a tornado warning was issued for their home later in the day. This set of 

responses saw the number of participants who chose a lowest-level, interior room drop to 10, 

while the number indicating they would seek out a storm shelter or safe room rose to 15 (Table 

10.9). Four participants chose a partially-underground basement for this scenario, while three 

chose a fully-underground basement and one chose an institutional building. Also, five 

participants indicated they would evacuate if a Level 5 Tornado Watch was issued for their area.  

 To identify how each participant’s safety decisions changed based on the information 

presented, the response following one scenario was compared with the same participant’s 

response after hearing each of the other scenarios to determine if the participant’s actions would 

result in an increase in safety, no change in safety or a decrease in safety from one scenario to 

another. As an example, if a participant indicated they would seek refuge in a lowest-level, 

interior room after hearing a current PDS tornado watch, then in a storm shelter after hearing a 
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Level 5 Tornado Watch, this was classified as an increase in safety. Conversely, if a participant 

chose a storm shelter after hearing a current tornado watch, then a lowest-level interior room 

after hearing a Level 3 Tornado Watch, this was classified as a decrease in safety.  

 To allow for a more direct comparison when classifying responses for the participant’s 

current home plan, or after hearing a current tornado watch or PDS tornado watch, these 

refuge/shelter locations were graded using the adequacy ratings from the Tornado Watch Scale 

corresponding to the tornado watch level being used for comparison. For example, if responses 

following a current tornado watch are being compared to those following a Level 3 Tornado 

Watch, the adequacy of the locations cited for the current watch are graded using the adequacy 

ratings corresponding to a Level 3 Tornado Watch in the Tornado Watch Scale.  An additional 

classification, “optimal,” was used to group participants who chose a storm shelter or safe room 

for both scenarios. 

 Using the participant’s current tornado safety plan for their home for comparison, 23 

participants saw no change in the relative safety of their refuge area after presented with the 

current tornado watch statement and asked what actions they would take if a tornado warning 

was issued for their home (Table 10.10). However, nine participants saw an increase in the 

relative safety of their shelter location. Of these nine who increased their safety, eight indicated 

they had no tornado safety plan for their home earlier in the interview. This indicates those 

participants were aware they should seek shelter when a tornado warning is issued, but did not 

equate this action to having a tornado safety plan. Also, six participants chose a storm shelter or 

safe room for both questions. Because these actions would provide the greatest degree of 

protection, they were classified as “optimal” to distinguish this group from those who saw no  
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Table 10.10: Analysis of change in relative safety of refuge/shelter location for each participant’s 

response following each scenario. “Optimal” indicates a participant chose a storm shelter or safe 

room for both questions, “Increase,” “No Change” or “Decrease” indicates a participant 

increased, saw no change in or decreased his or her relative safety following the “To:” scenario 

when compared to their response following the “From:” scenario. 

 

 
 

 

  

From: To: Current Watch To: Current PDS Watch To: Level 1 Watch To: Level 3 Watch To: Level 5 Watch

Home Plan Optimal 6 Optimal 6 Optimal 5 Optimal 6 Optimal 6

Increase 9 Increase 12 Increase 10 Increase 17 Increase 20

No Change 23 No Change 20 No Change 23 No Change 15 No Change 12

Decrease 0 Decrease 0 Decrease 0 Decrease 0 Decrease 0

Current Watch Optimal 7 Optimal 6 Optimal 7 Optimal 7

Increase 3 Increase 1 Increase 7 Increase 13

No Change 28 No Change 31 No Change 24 No Change 18

Decrease 0 Decrease 0 Decrease 0 Decrease 0

Current PDS Optimal 6 Optimal 8 Optimal 8

Increase 0 Increase 5 Increase 9

No Change 31 No Change 25 No Change 21

Decrease 1 Decrease 0 Decrease 0

Level 1 Watch Optimal 6 Optimal 6

Increase 8 Increase 14

No Change 24 No Change 18

Decrease 0 Decrease 0

Level 3 Watch Optimal 10

Increase 7

No Change 21

Decrease 0

Change in Relative Safety of Stated Tornado Shelter Locations by Scenario
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change in their relative safety but could have improved their safety by choosing a more 

appropriate refuge/shelter area. 

 When comparing their home plan to their responses after hearing the current PDS tornado 

watch statement, the number of participants who saw no change in their safety fell to 20 (Table  

13), while the number choosing a more appropriate refuge/shelter location increased to 12, with 

six choosing optimal shelter. This indicates at least three of the respondents perceived enough of 

an enhanced risk with a PDS tornado watch to change their typical tornado watch refuge/shelter 

plan. 

 The changes from the participant’s current home tornado safety plan to a Level 1 Tornado 

Watch were very similar to the changes from their home plan to the current tornado watch, with 

23 of the participants’ plans seeing no change in relative safety, while 10 increased their safety 

and five chose storm shelters or safe rooms for both scenarios (Table 10.10). One instance of 

note in this classification was a participant whose home tornado safety plan was to travel to a 

storm shelter, who then indicated she would take refuge in an interior room on the lowest level of 

her home for a tornado warning if she had heard a Level 1 Tornado Watch for her area earlier 

that day. This was classified as “No Change” in relative safety for the participant because a 

lowest-level interior room would still be considered adequate shelter for a Level 1 Tornado 

Watch when using the Tornado Watch Scale to rate adequacy. In the interest of complete 

disclosure, all instances such as this will be noted throughout the analysis as they occur.  

 Comparing responses from the participants’ home plans to their safety actions after hearing a 

Level 3 Tornado Watch continued to see an increase in relative safety, with 15 participants’ 

safety actions resulting in no change in relative safety, while 17 increased their safety and six 

chose optimal shelters for each scenario (Table 10.10). This speaks to the effectiveness of the 
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TWS in communicating a greater level of risk and provoking the participants to choose a more 

appropriate refuge/shelter location when presented with a tornado warning for their home or to 

evacuate the watch area if they have no other options for adequate shelter. 

 The pair generating the greatest difference in shelter location safety, current home plan and 

Level 5 Tornado Watch, shows only 12 respondents who maintain their current level of safety 

and six who chose optimal shelter options for each question, while 20 increased their relative 

safety after hearing the Level 5 Tornado Watch statement (Table 10.10). This includes nine more 

participants who indicated they would go to a storm shelter or safe room. While a portion of the 

difference is exaggerated by participants who did not report having a tornado safety plan for their 

home, the difference in syntax between asking what actions a participant would take, instead of 

what actions they should take, likely underestimates the effectiveness of the Level 5 Tornado 

Watch in eliciting proper actions due to storm shelters and safe rooms being unavailable to some 

of the participants. 

 In comparing responses from each hypothetical scenario, the pairs with the most similar 

responses were the comparisons between a current tornado watch and a Level 1 Tornado Watch 

and between a current PDS tornado watch and a Level 1 Tornado Watch (Table 10.10). Both 

included 31 participants who saw no change in the relative safety of their actions following a 

tornado warning and six participants who chose optimal shelter for each question. The only 

difference between these two pairs was one participant who increased their relative safety from a 

current tornado watch to a Level 1 Tornado Watch, and one participant who decreased their 

safety from a current PDS tornado watch to a Level 1 Tornado Watch. The decrease in safety 

came from one participant who chose to evacuate the area after hearing the current PDS tornado 

watch, then chose a second floor apartment bathroom after hearing a Level 1 Tornado Watch 
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statement. These pairs illustrate how similarly the participants perceived the current tornado 

watch and current PDS tornado watch statements. This also highlights the efficiency of the 

Tornado Watch Scale in communicating tornado risk by participants choosing nearly identical 

safety actions with only a Level 1 statement as they did following a current tornado watch and 

PDS tornado watch statement. If the actions reported by this small sample are representative of 

the larger population, even in the unlikely event of an EF5 tornado occurring when a Level 1 

Tornado Watch is issued, there would be almost no difference in the shelter actions taken by 

residents compared to the same event occurring during a current tornado watch.  

 Following each audio statement, participants were also asked to rate the danger they felt 

associated with each watch statement on a 1—10 scale, with 10 being the most dangerous. After 

averaging all participant responses, the danger felt associated with each statement was ranked as 

expected, with a PDS tornado watch being rated as more dangerous than a standard tornado 

watch and the average danger rating for each level of the TWS scale presented to the participants 

being rated successively. These responses resulted in a PDS tornado watch receiving a rating of 

7.68 out of 10, while a standard tornado watch received a 5.76 (Table 10.11). As expected, the 

results show participants’ perceived danger from the current tornado watch statement (5.76) as 

comparable to the Level 1 Tornado Watch statement (6.55). However, participants felt similar 

levels of danger associated with a PDS tornado watch (7.68) and a Level 3 Tornado Watch 

(7.45). This was unexpected due to a PDS tornado watch being the most intense of the current of 

tornado watch communications, which we expected to match more closely with a Level 5 

Tornado Watch. Instead, participants rated the Level 5 Tornado Watch as a 9.25, with 26 of the 

38 participants rating their perceived danger as a 10. 
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Table 10.11: Average ratings of participants’ perceived danger, rated on a 1—10 scale, after 

hearing the tornado watch statement from each scenario. 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

Current Tornado Watch 5.76

Current PDS Tornado Watch 7.68

Level 1 Tornado Watch 6.55

Level 3 Tornado Watch 7.45

Level 5 Tornado Watch 9.25

How would you rate the statement you just heard on a scale of 

1-10, with 10 being the most dangerous?
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 After completing all the previously discussed questions following audio-only statements, 

participants were presented with a graphical depiction of the Tornado Watch Scale (Figure 7.1).  

After allowing time for each participant to familiarize themselves with the graphic, they were 

then asked a series of three questions involving each of the three previously used levels. For 

example, “If you are at home under a Level 1 Tornado Watch and a tornado warning is issued for 

your location, what actions do you take?” These responses were then compared against the 

participant’s response for the corresponding level following the audio statement.  

 For a Level 1 Tornado Watch, 33 participants saw no change in their relative safety when 

using the graphical illustration instead of the audio statements, while four chose optimal shelter 

and one increased their relative safety after using the TWS graphic (Table 10.12). Of the 33 who 

saw no change in safety, two of these originally chose a storm shelter following the audio 

statement, but then chose a first-floor, interior room when using the graphic. Because both of 

these are considered “Adequate” shelter for a Level 1 Tornado Watch, they were classified as 

“No Change” in relative safety. 

 Using a Level 3 Tornado Watch, 23 participants saw no change in their safety, while 10 

chose a storm shelter or safe room, four participants increased their safety, and one decreased 

after using the TWS graphic (Table 10.12). The decrease came from a participant who initially 

chose a storm shelter following the audio statement, which is considered “Adequate” shelter 

using the TWS, then chose a partially underground basement using the graphic, which is 

considered “Questionable” shelter by the TWS.  

 Lastly, for a Level 5 Tornado Watch, 19 participants’ responses saw no change in relative 

safety between the two questions, while 15 chose optimal shelter and four increased their relative 

safety (Table 10.12). These increases were accounted for by participants who chose a storm  
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Table 10.12: Comparison of relative safety when participants’ responses for their tornado safety 

actions following the audio tornado watch statements are compared to their tornado safety 

actions after viewing the graphical representation of the Tornado Watch Scale. 

 

 
 

 

  

Optimal Increase No Change Decrease

Level 1 Tornado Watch 4 1 33 0

Level 3 Tornado Watch 10 4 23 1

Level 5 Tornado Watch 15 4 19 0

Change in Relative Refuge/Shelter Safety from 

Audial Statement to Graphic Representation
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shelter or safe room after viewing the TWS graphic. Previously, these 4 participants had chosen 

first-floor, interior rooms, partially-underground basements or evacuation as their safety actions 

after hearing the Level 5 TWS statement. Ultimately, after being presented with the TWS 

graphic, 19 participants indicated they would use a storm shelter or safe room as their shelter 

area if presented with a tornado warning while under a Level 5 Tornado Watch, up from seven 

who chose a storm shelter or safe room after hearing the current tornado watch statement. As 

was the case with the audio statements, these results underestimate participants’ ability to use the 

TWS scale correctly due to the syntax of the question asking respondents what actions they 

would take, instead of what actions they should take. This was mentioned during multiple 

interviews, with several participants asking variations of the same question: “Are you asking me 

what I would do? Or what I should do? Because a first-floor bathroom is all I have.” 

 Likely the most important question related to the proposed Tornado Watch Scale is asking 

participants directly, “Of the two communication methods you just heard, the current National 

Weather Service tornado watch system, which used a tornado watch and a PDS tornado watch, 

and the Tornado Watch Scale, which used Level 1, Level 3 and Level 5 Tornado Watches, which 

method did you prefer, and why?” Of the 38 participants in this study, 37 said they preferred the 

Tornado Watch Scale communications, while 1 chose the current NWS tornado watch system 

(Table 10.13). When asked for the reasoning behind this preference, the one person who chose 

the current system said, “Because it’s more readily available.” It is unclear if this participant, a 

74-year-old, white male, fully understood the question being asked, as he asked for clarification 

three times. Of those who preferred the TWS, the most common reasons for this choice included 

more information/more detail, easier to understand, describes severity, more explanation and the 

numerical rating scale. Each participant’s response to this question is included in Table 10.13.  
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Table 10.13: Participants’ responses when asked for their preference between the current NWS 

tornado watch and PDS watch communication statements versus the Tornado Watch Scale 

statements. 

 

 
 

 

  

Current NWS Watch Statements Tornado Watch Scale Statements
Count = 1 Count = 37

Why? Why?

More readily available No response

To know severity of the weather conditions

Provides information on different levels of danger

It gives you more information on how strong the storms may be

Because I know what it's talking about

More detailed, more informative

Far more detailed and and shows me that some things I thought were safe are not as 

safe as I thought they were

Gave more information

I gives me a better idea of what to expect throughout the day

It seems like it gives you more information

It tells the severity with the different types of shelters.

It just makes more sense. Not everybody knows what a PDS thing is.

You would have an idea of how dangerous the expected tornadoes are

It tells you more about what's going on

It gives you a code of reference to understand what is more dangerous

It is easier to understand

It breaks it up and gives a better idea of how bad its really going to be

Because you can understand it better

Because it broke it down like that, a lot of people don’t understand the PDS

That lets me know what to be expecting

It's just easier for me to think about

It makes me get ready because you already know the damage of those tornadoes

What really got my mind when I got into it was it gave you a choice

Because it gives you an indication of the severity

It was very specific and gave more information. I just like that better

Because it explained more

Because it had more information in it

It gives me a sense of the severity and potential conditions

Because I think it makes you more aware of what could be coming, versus just saying 

"PDS"

Because it gave more information

I liked it because with a rating scale, you know 5 is something serious. That way you 

don’t get confused because numbers are a little bit easier

It lets you know the severity

It is more specific

I like the levels because there's just something about it

I liked the levels because it tells about what kind of storms you're gonna have to you get 

prepared better

Because it told me whether I could stay inside the house or if I needed to go to a storm 

shelter

It gives you a chance to get yourself really prepared

Which method of tornado watch communication do you prefer?
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 After completion of the interview questions, participants were given a chance to add their 

own questions, comments or suggestions. Three participants took advantage of this opportunity, 

the first providing insight into the need for better advertisement of public storm shelters, saying, 

“I would give more alternative places to go and tell where storm shelters are located. I'm seeing 

storm shelter, but I don't know where they are for real.” Another participant, an elementary 

school principal, remarked, “As a school principal, I would find this system helpful in 

understanding the severity of an event.” Lastly, one participant’s response encapsulated this 

study’s primary objective, which is motivating the public to choose adequate shelter by better 

communicating enhanced tornado risk, by saying, “I’ve got one shelter for everything now, but 

that Level 5 made me think about getting something more substantial.”  
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSION 

 The Tornado Watch Scale is developed as a conversion of current probabilistic SPC products 

to a categorical forecast product to be used to transition from convective outlooks to tornado 

warnings.  This system will provide individuals with additional information on expected tornado 

strength in the forecast area, further extending the time in which people can make crucial life-

safety decisions, such as traveling to a storm shelter, closing schools and businesses, altering 

commute times or picking up children from school.  

 Through our preliminary study, it is evident the TWS was adequately understood when 

participants were given only an audio tornado watch statement on which to base their tornado 

safety decisions. This response was further improved after participants were presented with the 

graphical illustration, particularly for the most intense classification, and would likely have 

shown even greater comprehension if the study had focused on participants choosing the correct 

recommended action instead of examining their intended safety actions, due to the limited 

availability of storm shelters and safe rooms. Based on these results, the TWS was effective in 

accomplishing its objective of providing tornado hazard communication information meant to 

stimulate appropriate life-saving protective action through more specific, descriptive, easily-

understood tornado watch statements. Because of the participants almost unanimously indicated 

preference for the Tornado Watch Scale communication statements, it is hoped that this system 

will be adapted and considered as a possible experimental forecast product by the Storm 

Prediction Center to determine its usefulness at a larger scale.
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APPENDIX A 

TORNADO WATCH SCALE INTERVIEW 

 

Demographic Questions 

1) What is your age? __________ 

2) What is your gender?  

 Female 

 Male 

3) What is your race/ethnicity? 

 White 

 Black or African American 

 American Indian 

 Asian 

 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 

 Hispanic or Latino 

 Two or More Races 

 Other, ____________ 

4) What is your marital status? 

 Married 

 Divorced 

 Single 

5) Do you have any children at home? If yes, how many? 

 Yes, _______ 

 No 

6) What is your home zip code? 

_______________ 

7) What is your highest educational level? 

 Less than High School 

 High School or Equivalent 

 Some College/Associates Degree 

 Undergraduate Degree 

 Graduate Degree 

8) In what type of home do you live? 

 Permanent Home (one- or two-family) 

 Mobile Home 
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 Apartment/Condo/Townhouse 

 Dorm 

 Other, __________________ 

 

 

9) Are you a primary decision maker in your household regarding tornado shelter locations? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

10)  When considering tornado sheltering or safety options, do you typically make decisions 

alone or in a group? 

 Alone 

 In a group (Group type: __________ Group size: __________) 

 

 

Hazard Awareness & Knowledge Questions 

11) Do you have any storm spotter or meteorological training? If so, please describe. 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 

12) What is a PDS tornado watch? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

13) What is a Tornado Emergency? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

14) What is a Tornado Warning? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

15) What is a Tornado Watch? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

16) What is a Warning Polygon? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

17) Have you ever been in a… (check all that apply) 

 Tornado Watch 

 Tornado Warning 

 Particularly Dangerous Situation Tornado Watch 

 Tornado Emergency 

18) Have you ever been directly affected (suffered property damage or personal injury) from 

a tornado? If yes, to what extent? 
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 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 

19) Do you have a tornado safety plan for your home? If yes, what is your plan? 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 

20) If “yes” to number 19, how long does it take you to travel from your home to your 

tornado shelter location? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

21) Do you have a tornado safety plan for when you are driving? If yes, what is your plan? 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 

 

22) Do you have a tornado safety plan for your workplace? If yes, what is your plan? 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 

 Not applicable/Work from home/Unemployed 

23) What do you consider adequate shelter during a tornado? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

24) In your opinion, what would you consider to be the ideal lead time for a tornado 

warning? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

25) Do you own a NOAA Weather Radio? 

 Yes 

 No 

26) What is your primary source of weather warning information? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Communication Method Questions 

You will be presented with a series of scenarios using current National Weather Service tornado 

watch communications and communications from a Tornado Watch Scale. You will then be 

asked questions regarding the actions you would take. 

 

27) You are in your home at 7:30am on Thursday, March 21 when you hear the emergency 

alert tone on your television or NOAA weather radio, followed by this message 

containing the current NWS tornado watch communication: 
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THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A 

TORNADO WATCH FOR PORTIONS OF NORTHERN AND CENTRAL 

ALABAMA. 

EFFECTIVE THIS AFTERNOON FROM 1:00 PM UNTIL 10:00 

PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME. 

TORNADOES... HAIL TO 2 INCHES IN DIAMETER... THUNDERSTORM 

WIND GUSTS TO 70 MPH... AND DANGEROUS LIGHTNING ARE 

POSSIBLE IN THESE AREAS. 

REMEMBER... A TORNADO WATCH MEANS CONDITIONS ARE 

FAVORABLE FOR TORNADOES AND SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS IN AND 

CLOSE TO THE WATCH AREA. PERSONS IN THESE AREAS SHOULD BE 

ON THE LOOKOUT FOR THREATENING WEATHER CONDITIONS AND 

LISTEN FOR LATER STATEMENTS AND POSSIBLE WARNINGS. 

 

o What actions would you take upon hearing this message? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

o If a tornado warning is issued for your location after hearing this message, what 

safety actions would you take? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

o On a scale of 1-10 (1=least dangerous, 10=most dangerous), how would you rate 

the event associated with this statement? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

28) You are in your home at 7:30am on Thursday, March 21 when you hear the emergency 

alert tone on your television or NOAA weather radio, followed by this message 

containing the proposed Tornado Watch Scale communication: 

 

THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A 

LEVEL 1 TORNADO WATCH FOR PORTIONS OF NORTHERN AND 

CENTRAL ALABAMA. 

EFFECTIVE TODAY... THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING FROM 1:00PM 

UNTIL 10:00 PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME.  

LEVEL 1 TORNADO WATCH... WEAK TORNADOES... EF0 AND EF1 

TORNADOES LIKELY... HAIL UP TO 2 INCHES IN DIAMETER... 
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THUNDERSTORM WIND GUSTS GREATER THAN 70 MPH... AND 

DANGEROUS LIGHTNING ARE POSSIBLE IN THESE AREAS. 

SHELTER OPTIONS... UNSAFE SHELTER FOR A LEVEL 1 TORNADO 

WATCH INCLUDES MOBILE HOMES, WAREHOUSE BUILDINGS, AND 

FARM OUTBUILDINGS. RESIDENTS IN THE WATCH AREA SHOULD NOT 

SHELTER IN THESE STRUCTURES IF A TORNADO WARNING IS 

ISSUED FOR THEIR AREA. REFER TO THE TORNADO WATCH SCALE 

FOR ADDITIONAL SHELTER OPTIONS. 

IF INSIDE A MOBILE HOME AND THESE SHELTER OPTIONS ARE NOT 

AVAILABLE... RESIDENTS MAY EVACUATE THE TORNADO WATCH 

POLYGON TO SAFETY. THIS SHOULD ONLY BE CONSIDERED IF THE 

RESIDENT HAS NO OTHER ADEQUATE SHELTER AVAILABLE AND CAN 

ACCESS STORM WARNING INFORMATION DURING EVACUATION... 

REMEMBER... OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS ARE ONLY MEANT TO 

ADVISE PERSONS OUTSIDE TO RETURN INDOORS FOR WEATHER 

WARNING INFORMATION. RESIDENTS SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE A NOAA 

WEATHER RADIO OR OTHER SOURCE OF EMERGENCY ALERT 

MESSAGES. DO NOT RELY ON OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS. 

 

o What actions would you take upon hearing this message? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

o If a tornado warning is issued for your location after hearing this message, what 

safety actions would you take? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

o On a scale of 1-10 (1=least dangerous, 10=most dangerous), how would you rate 

the event associated with this statement? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

29) You are in your home at 7:30am on Monday, April 13 when you hear the emergency alert 

tone on your television or NOAA weather radio, followed by this message containing the 

current NWS Tornado Watch communication: 

 

THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A 

TORNADO WATCH FOR NORTHERN AND CENTRAL ALABAMA. 

EFFECTIVE TODAY... THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING FROM 1200 

NOON UNTIL 9:00 PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME. 
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...THIS IS A PARTICULARLY DANGEROUS SITUATION... 

VIOLENT TORNADOES... LARGE HAIL UP TO 4 INCHES IN 

DIAMETER... THUNDERSTORM WIND GUSTS TO 80 MPH... AND 

DANGEROUS LIGHTNING ARE POSSIBLE IN THESE AREAS. 

REMEMBER... A TORNADO WATCH MEANS CONDITIONS ARE 

FAVORABLE FOR TORNADOES AND SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS IN AND 

CLOSE TO THE WATCH AREA. PERSONS IN THESE AREAS SHOULD BE 

ON THE LOOKOUT FOR THREATENING WEATHER CONDITIONS AND 

LISTEN FOR LATER STATEMENTS AND POSSIBLE WARNINGS. 

 

o What actions would you take upon hearing this message? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

o If a tornado warning is issued for your location after hearing this message, what 

safety actions would you take? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

o On a scale of 1-10 (1=least dangerous, 10=most dangerous), how would you rate 

the event associated with this statement? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

30) You are in your home at 7:30am on Monday, April 13 when you hear the emergency alert 

tone on your television or NOAA weather radio, followed by this message containing the 

proposed Tornado Watch Scale communication: 

 

THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A 

LEVEL 5 TORNADO WATCH FOR PORTIONS OF NORTHERN AND 

CENTRAL ALABAMA. 

EFFECTIVE TODAY... THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING FROM 1200 

NOON UNTIL 900 PM CDT.  

LEVEL 5 TORNADO WATCH... VIOLENT TORNADOES... EF4 AND EF5 

TORNADOES LIKELY... THESE HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO BE 

DEVESTATING LONG-TRACK TORNADOES. HAIL UP TO 4 INCHES IN 

DIAMETER... THUNDERSTORM WIND GUSTS GREATHER THAN 80 

MPH... AND DANGEROUS LIGHTNING ARE POSSIBLE IN THESE 

AREAS. 

SHELTER OPTIONS... THE ONLY ADEQUATE SHELTER FOR A LEVEL 

5 TORNADO WATCH IS A CERTIFIED STORM SHELTER OR SAFE 
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ROOM. PERMANENT HOMES, MOBILE HOMES AND APARTMENT 

COMPLEXES CAN BE COMPLETELY DESTROYED BY EF5 TORNADOES. 

THESE LOCATIONS PROVIDE NO SAFE SHELTER. RESIDENTS IN THE 

WATCH AREA SHOULD MAKE PLANS TO HAVE A CERTIFIED STORM 

SHELTER OR SAFE ROOM QUICKLY AVAILABLE IF A TORNADO 

WARNING IS ISSUED FOR THEIR AREA.  

IF THESE SHELTER OPTIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE... RESIDENTS 

MAY EVACUATE THE TORNADO WATCH POLYGON TO SAFETY. THIS 

SHOULD ONLY BE CONSIDERED IF THE RESIDENT HAS NO OTHER 

ADEQUATE SHELTER AVAILABLE AND CAN ACCESS STORM WARNING 

INFORMATION DURING EVACUATION... 

 

REMEMBER... OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS ARE ONLY MEANT TO 

ADVISE PERSONS OUTSIDE TO RETURN INDOORS FOR WEATHER 

WARNING INFORMATION. RESIDENTS SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE A NOAA 

WEATHER RADIO OR OTHER SOURCE OF EMERGENCY ALERT 

MESSAGES. DO NOT RELY ON OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS. 

 

o What actions would you take upon hearing this message? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

o If a tornado warning is issued for your location after hearing this message, what 

safety actions would you take? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

o On a scale of 1-10 (1=least dangerous, 10=most dangerous), how would you rate 

the event associated with this statement? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

31) You are in your home at 7:30am on Wednesday, May 2 when you hear the emergency 

alert tone on your television or NOAA weather radio, followed by this message 

containing the proposed Tornado Watch Scale communication: 

 

THE NWS STORM PREDICTION CENTER HAS ISSUED A LEVEL 3 

TORNADO WATCH FOR PORTIONS OF NORTHERN AND CENTRAL 

ALABAMA. 

EFFECTIVE TODAY... THIS AFTERNOON AND EVENING FROM 1:OO 

PM UNTIL 10:00 PM CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME.  

LEVEL 3 TORNADO WATCH... STRONG TORNADOES... EF2 AND EF3 

LIKELY... HAIL UP TO 3 INCHES IN DIAMETER... THUNDERSTORM 
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WIND GUSTS GREATER THAN 80 MPH... AND DANGEROUS LIGHTNING 

ARE POSSIBLE IN THESE AREAS. 

SHELTER OPTIONS... ADEQUATE SHELTER FOR A LEVEL 3 TORNADO 

WATCH IS EITHER A STORM SHELTER OR FULLY UNDERGROUND 

BASEMENT... SMALL, INTERIOR, WINDOWLESS ROOMS OF 

PERMANENT HOMES... APARTMENTS... AND INSTITUTIONAL 

BUILDINGS PROVIDE ONLY QUESTIONABLE SHELTER FOR TORNADOES 

OF THIS STRENGTH. RESIDENTS IN THE WATCH AREA SHOULD MAKE 

PLANS TO HAVE A STORM SHELTER QUICKLY AVAILABLE IF A 

TORNADO WARNING IS ISSUED FOR THEIR AREA. REFER TO THE 

TORNADO WATCH SCALE FOR ADDITIONAL SHELTER OPTIONS. 

IF THESE SHELTER OPTIONS ARE NOT AVAILABLE... RESIDENTS 

MAY EVACUATE THE TORNADO WATCH POLYGON TO SAFETY. THIS 

SHOULD ONLY BE CONSIDERED IF THE RESIDENT HAS NO OTHER 

ADEQUATE SHELTER AVAILABLE AND CAN ACCESS STORM WARNING 

INFORMATION DURING EVACUATION... 

REMEMBER... OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS ARE ONLY MEANT TO 

ADVISE PERSONS OUTSIDE TO RETURN INDOORS FOR WEATHER 

WARNING INFORMATION. RESIDENTS SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE A NOAA 

WEATHER RADIO OR OTHER SOURCE OF EMERGENCY ALERT 

MESSAGES. DO NOT RELY ON OUTDOOR WARNING SIRENS. 

 

o What actions would you take upon hearing this message? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

o If a tornado warning is issued for your location after hearing this message, what 

safety actions would you take? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

o On a scale of 1-10 (1=least dangerous, 10=most dangerous), how would you rate 

the event associated with this statement? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

32) Which method do you prefer? Why? 

 Current National Weather Service Tornado Watch communication 

 Proposed Tornado Watch Scale communication 

Why? ____________________________________________________________ 

33) Do you have any additional questions or comments? 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 
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 No 

34) Would you be willing to provide your phone number for a possible follow-up survey in 

the event of a tornado warning affecting your zip code? (This information will NOT be 

shared and will only be used if your zip code experiences a tornado warning.) 

 Yes, 

______________________________________________________________ 

 No 
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APPENDIX B 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD CERTIFICATION 

 


